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WEATHER FORECAST
Sunday Fair and
Warmer
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VOL. XXXII

PRINTTHE NEWS
If You Read It

Rain Tonight;

In The Optic, It'a So

EAST LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY, APRIL 8, 1911

No. 130

STARVING

Mine Horrors In Pennsylvania
and Alabama Claim 150 Lives

SAILORS

REACH PORT

EVIDENCE TO

Boston, April 8. An unusual tale
of hardship at sea was told last night
by Captain Robert Rlckson of the
schooner J. Manchester
Hayes when the long missing vessel
arrived here In tow of the revenue
cutter Gresham, 39 days out from
Brunswick, Ga. There was little food
and not a drop of fresh water aboard
The decks were almost awash and
30 of the crew were suffering with PERSONS SUSPECTED
OF KID
weakness, due to lack of food. CapNAPING PRACTICALLY EXtain Rlckson had not slept more than
ONERATED
three-houra day for a month. Sever
al of the crew bore bruises which the
captain said were the result of blows OFFICERS ON A FALSE CLEW
three-mastere- d

WARRANT ANY
ARRESTS

CITY EDITION
"HOP JOINT" IN ROSWELL
Koswell, N. M, April 8. An opium1
den of years gone by was unearthed
yesterday when a little old frame
building On east Second street was
torn down to make way for a fine,
modern store building of steel and
concrete that P.

C.

Jacoby is to build

at once. The den was in a cellar

un

VASQUEZ GOMEZ
TO ENTER DIAZ

CABINET

der the building and the owner did
not know that his propery had such
THE DISASTERS IN BRIEF
an annex. The cellar was a room not RUMORED INSURRECTOS' AGENT
Fire in Pancoast mine, Scran- more than 8x10 feet, but the walls
IN WASHINGTON
ton, Pa. Dead 85.
WILL GET
were arranged with bunks for the
Half a dozen men sacrifico 4
POST
H'GH
"fiends" to recline upon. A large
4 lives in vain attempt to rescue 4
box full of empty, opium retainers was
4 trapped men, one of heroes be- - 4
found buried in the floor. , For the MIGHT HELPHASTENIPEACE
4 foreman of United States rescue 4
past ten or fifteen years the ground
4
4 car.
4 Undertakers in mad Scramble
THE PAST TWENTY-FOUHOURS floor had been occupied by Chinamen SUCH A DECISION WOULDfBE IN
$50,000,000 CAPITAL STOCK
either as a, laundry or restaurant. No
4 for bodies of victims, jeered by 4
THROWS NEW LIGHT ON
Chicago, April 8. The American
LINE. OF PROMISED REFORMS
raid was ever made on the place ami
THIS IS ESTIMATED NUMBER OF 4 spectators for their ghoulish- - 4 ALABAMA MINE DISASTER FATAL Implement Co., which has raised Its
ROGERS CASE
IN MEXICO
the public never suspected that it was
4 ness.
TO SIXTY; THAT MANY
4
DEAD IN PENNSYLVANIA
capital stock from $10,000,000 to $50,'
a "hop joint."
4 All of the bodies reooverei, 4
'
000,000 and filed the necessary
MORE INJURED
HORROR
4 rescue work being conducted by 4
CHIHUAHUA IS SURROUNDED
with the secretary of state, WHAT WILL THE SLEUTHS DO?
VESSEL CRUSHED IN ICE
4 fellowminers who exhibited rack 4
is forming a company for the reorg
'
SEVENTY BODIES RECOVERED 4 less bravery.
B.' C., April 8.
4 175 UNDERGROUND AT TIME anlzation of Deere and company and
North Sidney,
NEXT
THEIR
MOVE EAGERLY
OF INSUR- field
in
of drifting ice in BUT FOR COURTESY
4
the
4
e
Caught
the twenty-onother smaller compan.
AWAITED
BY
AN
INDIGNANT
the gulf of St. Lawrence, the steamer
GENTS, CAPITAL WOULD BE-IFOR THE MOST ies which It has bought out, paying
THEIR EMOVAL FROM INFERNAL 4 Explosion of mysterious origin 4 THE VICTIMS
was
Harlaw
to
4 In Banner mine of Pratt Consoli
crushed
late
PUBLIC
STATE OF SIEGE
therefore with its own stock.
pieces
PART WERE NEGROES HIRED
RESULTED IN FIGHT BE4 dated Coal company at Little- - 4
yesterday. The luO men on board
OUT BY STATE
TWEEN UNDERTAKERS
over the treacherous ice jam
4 ton, Ala., entombs 196 men, GO 4
GEO. CRITCHFIELD IMPROVING
Chihuahua, (via Laredo, Texas)
Today, after eight days of constant escaped
to
4 of whom perish.
St.
4
Paul's
island, where they are April 8. A report, which, however.
8.
The condi- and unremitting labor, the mounted
Washington,
April
cut-of- f
from commun- lacks official confirmation, is in
MANY DEEDS OF HEROISM 4 Victims were for the most part 4 MANY INJURED ARE REMOVED tion of George Critebfield, the Ameri- police and the detectives working on being quartered,
per
4 negro and white convicts leased 4
ication
with
mainland
the
except by sistent circulation here that In the
can who was shot from ambush near
the Waldo Rogers kidnaping case are wireless.
4 by state and counties to coal 4
event of President Diaz putting into
Mex., several days ago, has
'
HALF A DOZEN MEN LOST LIVES 4 company.- 4 DESTRUCTION OF FAN MAKES Tuxpan,
no farther advanced in their efforts
effect the reforms suggested in his
to a telegram
improved,
according
LINCOLN NO JUDGE OF MEN
4 Destruction of fan in main
WORK OF RESCUE DANGERWHILE ATTEMPTING TO RESto the state department today from to unravel the mysteries enveloping
message to congress, with peace as
- 4
hazardrescue
makes
work
4
shaft
Boston
April 8. In deploring the the result, Dr. Vasqirez Gomez, the in- CUE ENTOMBED MINERS
OUS TASK
American Consul Miller at Tampico, that dastardly crime than they were
4 ous
fact that the civil service did not go surrectos'
The first reports Indicated that CriU-hconfidential agent In
',
when they first
arrived upon the back to Cfvil war
4 Many of those taken out alive 4
times, President
fleld
,
Ala-had
8.
8
been
wounded.
noon
At
is
will be called to Mexico City
It
feared
it
Scranton, Pa., April
Littleton,
fatally
April
scene. o arrests have been made; Eliot of Harvard
so badly injured they will die, 4
4
university said last to assume a high office.
60 state and county convicts
was estimated that the dead in the
were
none are likely"' to take place in the night that President Lincoln's ap4 swelling total death list to up- - 4
Pancoast mine at Throop, will reach
in
an
killed
of
With the outposts of the insurrec- mysterious
explosion
4
4.ward8 of 100.
near future.
pointments to office In 1S61 were tos and federals
85.
A number of missing workmen
origin in the Banner Coal mine here CROOK
separated by only a
r
POSED AS
It is now apparent that the officers shocking and that incompetent men a few miles, Chihuahua today con
are believed to have been in that part
this morning. One hundred seventy-fiv- e
miners were underground when
of the mine where the fire raged.
have been following a false clew for held office under him as a result.
tinues in a state of expectancy.
A
the
of
Most
the
explosion occurred.
sent
has
to
been
message
Their
Madero,
researches
have
many
days.
Seventy bodies had been taken out
A
miners were negroes, At 11:30 o'clock
of the mine up to 10 o'clock this RECEIVERSHIP FOR
.
urging him not to permit the destrucdone nothing more than to prove be- OFFICERS CANNOT
40
50
men
had
between
and
been
tion of the Mexican National railroad
morning. Indications are that many
yond the shadow of a doubt the in
out, a number of them seriousto the south, which now furnishes the
others are yet to be found and that
CONTRACTING FIRM taken
nocence
MAN
most
of
the persons they
.REPRESENTING
HIMSELF
BE HELDJOR LIBEL only means to bring supplies here.
ly injured. The rescuers are going
the tragedy of the colliery will be
strongly suspected of participation in
TO BE S. B. ELKINS DEPOSIT-- '
down as rapidly as possible. The fan
far more awful than at first antici
suspension of trafflo would place
the crime. This will set at rest ru
m
waa
mamns
2
ED
BIG
8naIt
DRAFT
GEORGE W. JACKSON
Chihuahua
destroyed,
COMPANY
under siege and work a
pated.
mors which have been prevalent dur- NEW
YORK SUPREME COURT
a"d
Ma-The Bret started'in one of the hoist.
hardship on the
OF CHICAGO GOES INTO
"?7
of
ru
the
the
ing
greater
week;
part
RENDERS VERDICT FAVOR
Thirty white men are still
to
dero
has
trains
bamk-piipto8.. Claiming to mors which were
lug engine rooms in the "china," or
permitted
provision
Washington,
April
Las
to
repugnant
ho mI"e- The mine Is owned by toe a
ING NEWSPAPERS
lowest vein of the mine, 750 feet bejtn
to
lnsurrecto
oil
pass
territocy
through
and
wealthy
after
magnate
ot
residents
which
and
J the Pratt Consolidated
Vegas
Coal company.
low the surface.
The fire did not
the mines to the north, where Amerihaving posed as Stephen B. Elkins, the citypeople
will be glad to know have
8. George W. Jack f
Chicago,
April
son of the late senator from West Vir- been
New York; April 8. Officers ot
reach, the entombed men and the concans are employed. Shipments ot
without foun
dition ot their bodies snows that the son, incorporated, one ot the most POOR MAN DECLINES FORTUNE ginia and as Pre. Wick U. Coogan of dation.proved
... absolutely
cannot be dynamite to the mines also have been
newspaper
corporation
known
and
widely
engi
contracting
Denver, April 8. Hall JC' Prerao,
men were suffocated.
Carl Hardman, of Ma
Many ' had
that
Believing they were on the right ield personally, responsible for the allowed, sometta tea on condition
firms In the country late yes- 90 years old and living In a cheap Tulsa, Okla.,
of libelous a portion of the dynamite be surrenO., was arrested here last night track the officers have been devoting newspaper publication
their laces buried in their caps or neering turned
rietta,
a
over
affairs
Its
to
terday
Instructed
has
Denver lodging house,
Such" was the decision of dered.
for
had their coats wrapped around theit
worthless checks onsevr their energies for days in the building matter.
creditors committee. The action was his attorney, Gerald Hughes, to ap- eral passing
brokers. Hardman, said to be a up of a structure of evidence with the appellate division of the supreme
heads, showing they had made a
was because of the need peal from the decision of the New son of an "oil
Maderos Plan to Confer
hard fight for their lives. Many of voluntary and
millionaire," was intit which to confront certain persons. court yesterday In the case brought
of
awarded
court
week
which
York
last
money.
ready
El Paso, Tex, April 8. The Ma
duced
at the Citizens' Savings bank Every action of these people was rec- by John D. Rockefeller, Jr., against
the victims are foreigners.
The firm was incorporated by Mr. him only $295,000 in his suit against yesterday by one of the brokers, and orded.
S.'S. Carvalho, president; Bradford deros here continued their" preparaJoseph E. Evans of West Scranton,
Depositions were taken. Ques
H. tions
A. Granfield of New
Horace
York,
his
after
few
a
Jackson
ago
years
rescue
States
United
as
Frederick L. Coogan wanted to de tions were asked, Deep researches Merrill, treasurer, and Edward
foreman of the
today to make an automobile
in
the
Star
the
whom
gold
Premo
of
company,
to
some
had
grubstaked
secretary,
Interests
grown
dash Into the state of Chihuahua to
a $67,000 draft on the Central were made into their whereabouts Clark,
car, heads the list of victims. Evans business
posit
York Ameridiscuss with the insurgent commander-inwas leading a rescue gang equipped magnitude. Most of the big feats of mining days of Cripple Creek.
National hank of Tulsa, Okla, Mean before and after the kidnaping of the publishers of the New
all proceed- -chief
court"
ordered
can.
The
of
tunnels,
the possibility of peace.
with oxygen helmets. It is believed engineering in the way
while the bank telegraphed to Tulsa child and the payment of the money.
his helmet was defective or became subways, like cribs, etc., In Chicago
and was informed that Coogan was But to no avail. In a final effort to ings against them dismissed.
Telegrams were exchanged today be
As officers of the newspaper corpo- tween this
DOER BOXER HAS
not in Washington.
disarranged by bumping Into some- in recent years were of his work.
city and Chihuahua and
bring their case to a climax the offiCavalho, Merrill and Clark, Washington, but the contents were
contract
ration,
took
Inhaled
man
the
firm
When
the
unfortune
When Hardman later appeared to cers last night confronted certain perthing and the
were arrested on the charge of crim- not
for the Yonkers water pressure tun
black damp.
cash several checks he was taken sons with detailed statements and
divulged. Some hitch may delay
BLOOD-POISONIinal
libel. The newspaper article the Maderos'
to
of
assets
the
tied
its
up
One of the ghastly features
nel, however, it
into custody. Subsequently, he ad- subjected them to a volley of quesdeparture hut it Is statfor which it was sought to holdthen ed
removal of the bodies from the mine such an extent that It found itself
that government Intervention
mitted his identity, saying Coogan tions. The only new light thrown up
responsible related to alleged abuses alone will prevent an interview be
was the lining up of a score of dead short of ready cash, it was explained UNHOLZ MET NOVICE WHILE IN was a friend of his.
on the ease was that the officers had of
workingmen of a corporation which tween Francisco I. Madero, Jr., and
wagons of undertakers from all partB by the creditors' committee today,
made a mistake; the persons whom it was
SERIOUS PHYSICAL CONDIThe
alleged, John D. Rockefeller. his father.
district.
of the Lackawanna
and Mr. Jackson sought air from the
COLLEGE RUFFIANS CONFESS
they believed knew a great deal con- Jr., controlled- TION AND LOST
were
bodies
or
the
which
with
financial
avoid
to
creditors
mishap
eagerness
The severest battle yet fought in
Spokane, Wash., April 8. The re- cerning the crime knew no more
grabbed by the undertakers called possible receivership.
state of Durango was In progress
the
on
at
cent
raid
officers
were
the
about
it
and
the
than
girls'
dormitory
SUES
ENGINEER
MINING
St. Joseph, Mo April 8. Rudolph
forth much Indignation from the onThe assets of the company are de
Velardena
Tuesday, when mall adat
at
State
of
as
as
Pullman,
college
participation in its
guiltless
Vancouver, B. C, April 8. Rev.
some yelling' "body snatch-ers- " clared by the committee members to Unholz, the Boer boxer, who was Washington men who
lookers-,
rolled several were the sleuths themselves.
Thus Newell Dwlght Hillis, pastor of Ply- vices sent from Torreon stated a
at them as the wagons hurried be considerably above any liabilities knocked out in the third round here by young
to
their
beds
the floor, the promised sensational develop mouth church, Brooklyn, was sued battle had been In progress there for
girls from
away.
but their fixed nature prevented the last night, by Tommy Moore, of Chi- took a new phase late yesterday, ments in the case were not forthcom- here
two days. Three hundred federals are
yesterday by Edward Hodgson,
Dozens of stories of heroism are movement required for lmmedia'te cago, was taken to a hospital several
town and seven hunfaculwhen, after investigation by the
ing.
a Victoria
engineer, for occupying the
mining
told. It Is related that Councilman work. Ira M, Cole is chairman of hours later, suffering from blood
surrounded the place.
who
been
had
insurrectos
not
dred
students
three
ty,
time
has
been
WestMuch precious
lost. $50,000 worth of stock in the
Mine Foreman Knight and the creditors' committee.
His condition is serious.
poisoning.
Perry,
rebels at that time
the
to
or
sixteen
confessed
under
Fifteen
to
cer
suspicion
as
attentions
their
While
well
as
reern
devoting
Steel corporation,
Unholz had an operation for a "cauliFire Boss Dawes perished as the
stuone federal killed
and
names
three
of
killed
deed.
the
The
had
been
of action the officers may $1,000 wages alleged to be due for
sult of going into the depths of the
flower ear" in Chicago a few days ago. dents are Horace Smith of Spokane, tain line
six
and
in
town,
the
to
make
in
real
connection
allowed
RAILROADS
the
have
FOR
services
culprits
VICTORY
developmbent
mine to warn others of their danger.
After the fight last night It was dis- senior in the mining department; H.
continues outcould
good their escape. Which way will with coal lands on Graham Island, B. wounded. The fighting
St. Paul, Minn., April 8. Judge covered the Infection had spread to
They were overcome before they
deof Sin- of the veterinary
student
the
capital
side
of
Knapp,
an
Cujlaean,
will
be
now
What
made
for.
turn?
officers
C.
the
Counsel
Hodgson
Sanborn in the United States court his face and neck. He fainted twice
return to safety.
Victor
a
lower
are
federals
classman;
partment,
reportei
of action? They must re application before Chief Justice Hun- aloa, and the
today decided the Minnesota rate yesterday from weakness and pain. Foran of Seattle, a sophomore, cap- their line
a writ trapped by a band of rebels at one
of
where
service
comthe
their
for
trace
ter
again
begin
steps;
railroad
state
the
cases
went
into
reason
he
against
CONVICTED
He said the only
BLACK HANDER
team- Ralph
tain of the football
The place.
started a week ago last night.
upon Mr. Hillis in Brooklyn.
mission.
the ring was he thought Moore would Hogerson of Tacoma, who was con- they
Chicago, April 8. The United States
must be renewed step by order for service was granted.
case
The
be an easy victim.
victed by the faculty committee is
government yesterday won Its first
Stanley's Force on Offensive
step. While on the wrong scent the
freed. The men who confessed to officers have not overlooked some
case in its fight to drive out of ChiMex, April 8. With the
Mexicall,
TAKEN
been
have
indefinitely
TELLS
NOTE
the
MUSTY
"rolling"
If
cago a ring of Italian blackmailers PASSENGERS
CHANGED
CONSULS
evidence
mules
sto'en
of
MEXICAN
which,
yesterday from American
little scrap
No one else will be exas members of the Black Hand and
California laden
arrest
to
Lower
lead
in
ranches
the
now,
may
Mexico City, April 8. Minister of suspended.
up
picked
said by the police to be responsible
LINER Foreign Affairs de La Barra has or pelled.
STRANDED
OFF
with extra rifles, ammunition and supof the perpetrators of the kidnaping.
CRIME
ANCIENT
OF
for nearly fifty dynamite outrages and
In all the history of crime no crimplies, Stanley Williams, the American
dered the transfer of three consular
many murders. Gianni Alongl was
States. Dr.
inal has been able to cover entlrelj
United
in
Insurgent leader, left Mexicall today
the
officers
found guilty of using the malls in HOWEVER, THE PRINCESS IRENE Plutario Ornelas, consul general at DANK ROBBERS ARE
traces which will lead to his detec- IN A GUN STOCK, SLAYER PLACED and headed straight for the federal
JS STILL FAST IN BEACH
sending threatening letters, the jury
tion. Sometimes it takes years to efforce under Colonel Mayot, which is
WRITTEN CONFESSION OF
Sun Francisco, will go to New Or
the
of the United States district court
Sometimes
Tomas
Consul
SANDS
fect
the
capture.
to succeed
leans
besieging the city. Apparently it is
MURDER
FOILEDjjiifO SHOT traces of evidence are overlooked by
bringing in the verdict after Judge
who will go to El Paso, suc
the intention of Williams to hurl his
Torres,
Landis and Postoffico Inspector James
the officers engaged In the search.
men, all
little force of eighty-fiv- e
Life Saving Station, ceeding Antonio LomelL who Is orderHill
Lone
Albuquerque, N. M, April 8. The
and
still
there
E. Stuart, both had received threats
is
evidence
bat
entire
But
the
the
Francisco.
to
AT
of
BUTCHER
San
NERVY
a
ed
of
fleet
tugs
AURORA,
April 8. Efforts
note seoreted In the Americans, against
of death should Alongl be convicted. and a
will result in misfortune finding of a
followed
If
The
federals.
latter,
of
the
talion
AT
SPIED
WORK
THEM
varying wind shifted the poMO.,
stock of an old shotgun which was
for the criminal.
with characteristic deliberation, fa
sition of the stranded liner Princess
TOM JOHNSON NEAR DEATH
AND OPENED FIRE
repaired by a gunsmith at Hag- being
mounted
UP
HELD
the
CAR
Fred
DINING
Fornoff,
Captain
near Packard station, five miles south
Irene during the night and at day8.
Former Mayor
Cleveland, April
and the Santa Fe detectives erman, N. M., solves a murder mys east, waiting until "tomorrow" be
St. Louis, April 8. Iron Mountain break her nose swung a little further Tom L.
police
con
been
has
who
Johnson,
Aurora, Mo., April 8. Two robbers, are trained manhunters.
They are tery .at Austin, Texas, dating hack fore assaulting MexlcalL
passenger train No. 4 was boarded off Bhore. But surfmen are shaking fined to his bed three weeks with
entrance
to
an
while
force
attempting
resourceful.
and
an
They are to March, 1892. The note says:
keen
clouds
limits
by
last night within the city
their heads at ominous looking
cirrosis of the liver, passed a restful to the Miners and Farmers Bank in
"Eddy, N. M, I killed John Miles
to
the
sting of
dogged and innured
armed and masked robber, who held and predicting a hard northeastern
but he is believed to be ap- thia
DRISCOLL TO QUIT RING
night,
thia gun. Did it In cold blood.
with
were
shot
and
baffled
seriously
city
momentarily
defeat.
on
Though
disastrous
the dining wind, which would prove
up the white steward
death.
TexaB.
near
occurred
New
proaching
York, April 8. Jem Drlscoll,
Austin,
on
Frank
wounded
down
Job.
Tragedy
the
early today by
Ruppel, they have not lain
car, four negro waiters and a negro to the big liner. With all her passenI
champion,
n
feel
Am
and
now
featherweight
not
Is
who
a
men
discovered
grave
at
England's
earing
at
the
action
butcher,
of
of
line
present
Their
work
chief. The robber, as far as has been gers safely taken off, the
J. L. who is called by British: experts the
FATALLY BURNED
work. Ruppel was awakened by a thoroughly determined, but they will have got to hare forgiveness.
SEVEN
mornr
did
this
to
the
in
police,
disclosed
reports
lightening the cargo began
1893.
best boxer in the world, has decided
not get more than $40. The train is ing and if a Btorm does not come i Chicago, April 8, By the explosion noise. He saw four men trying to determine their course at once. There Cummings, February 4, 1892." The
occurred
In
March
to retire from the r'ng and will de19,
and open the door of the hank. He open- is much more field for research
the killing
the same one on which a Paciflo Ex this will be completed in the next 48 of a kerosene lamp, elx children
cease
Is
vote his attention to horse raclntr. He
of
not
the
The
will
officers
Podot.il,
.Luddie
Mrs.
fell
Two
George
his
but
property
window.
gun
from
the
and
ed
fire
case
be
their
mother,
press company messenger was held hours. It is believed dredges will
run Stanford, who bought It at Carlsbad, has been a follower ot the races for
at
havelast
until
and
burned
their
were
them
fatallv
night
they
their
up
Irene
companions
picked
operations
b'efore
Princess
two
the
necessary
up and robbed a month ago ; by
N. M., a number of years ago.
all escaped.
years.
iu,' to earth every possible clew.
Clyde, a suburb of Chicago.
can be floated.
masked men.

PANCOAST MINE

CONVICTS KILLED

FIRE CLAIMS 85

BY EXPLOSION
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

SArrjRDAY. APRIL
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MAN CONVICTED VAST COAL BEDS ADMIRAL TOGO TO

VISIT UNITED

From Our Easier Showing Should
Come the Costumes for the

STATES

Easter Parade

(

OF KILLING

HIS

DISCOVERED

SWEETHEART

MORA CO,

JURY AT RATON RETURNS SEC
OND EdREE MURDER VERDICT

NINE MILES FROM WAGON MOUND
EXIST FIELDS COVERING
LARGE AREA

IN MONDRAGOM CASE

JAPAN'S NAVAL

IDOL

PLANS

A

TOUR OF AMERICA, FOLLOWING CORONATION

April 8. Elaborate
Washington,
for the re
considered
are
being
plans
Raton, N. M, April 8. At 6
Admiral
of
entertainment
and
ception
last
after
p'clock
being
evening,
of
"Nelson
the
Halhachiro,
Togo
f out several hours, the Jury in the
United
the
will
visit
who
Japan,"
case
of
Abran
:f
Mondragon,
States and Canada sometime after the
f charged with killing his sweet- -- 4
of King George in June
coronation
Dawnear
heart, Elena Galvan,
which he will attend as the official
son, eleven years ago, returned
representative of the Japanese gova verdict of guilty of murder In
ernment. In recognition of the high
f
the second degree.
official rank of Admiral Togo and of
his fame as one of the greatest sea
fighters of modern history the greatCase Occupied Two Days
honors will be shown him and
est
.Tlafcon, N. M April 8. The case of
the program will comprise a recepthe Territory vs. Abran Mondragon,
tion by the president, a state bancharged with the murder of Elena
quet and numeroups other official
functions of a more or less elaborate
Galvan, In the settlement of El Cuer-character.
bo, near the town of Dawson on the
It is not yet definitely settled when
night of April i, 1900, occupied the
Admiral Togo shall arrive and how
attention of the district court Thurslong he shall remain. According to
present plans, however, the admiral's
day and yesterday. The testimony
visit will be rather brief, as he in
was
concluded
of the prosecution
yes
to visit Canada before he sails
tends
terday forenoon, and the only test!
back to Japan on the steamer Sado
mony offered In behalf of the defend
Maru, leaving Victoria, B. C, about
ant, was his own statement, of how
July 15.
Admiral Togo, who Is now about 60
the killing occurred, and the evi
old, comes from an ancient and
years
dence of Mason G. Chase and Fred
Samurai family, which gave
honored
Whitney, that the father of the defighters to Japan
distinguished
many
ceased girl bore a bad reputation for
and reflected credit upon the Satsunia
truth and veracity In the community
clan, to which it belonged. There was
a time when practically the whole
in which he lived.
Japanese navy was officered by memThe territory made out a strong
bers of the Satsuma clan, just as the
case against the accused, proving
Japanese army drew nearly all its of
that he came to the house of the
ficers from the equally powerful and
father of Elena Galvan, about 11
clan. Nowadays,
Choshu
warlike
o'clock In the nighttime of April 7,
the navy nor the army of
neither
1900. He knocked at the door, and
Japan is entirely given to these, the
It was opened by the father of the
two most powerful clans of feudal
girl, Preciiiano Galvan; the defendbut many men from all parts
Japan;
ant asked the father whether the girl
of the empire are to found in both
had decided to marry him, and the
When Togo entered the
services.
father replied that his daughter had
navy, however, practically Its whole
told him that she would not marry
personnel was Satsuma.
stated
the defendant. Mondragon,
Togo received a great part of his
that he wanted to hear this from the
education and naval training at the
girl's own lips, and he walked over
Naval College, Greenwich, England,
to the bed and wakened the girl and
where he went through the regular
asked the question of her. She re
courses of Instruction current some
plied that she did not care for him
thirty or forty years ago. Returning to
and would not marry him. Imme
Japan, he was employed In various
diately Mondragon pulled a 38 caliber
capacities. In, 1894, when the war
pistol from his pocket, with a hand
broke out between China and Japan,
kerchief wrapped around It, and shot
he was in command of the Nanlwa,
the girl In th right eye, killing' her
a cruiser 'of 3,650 tons, one of the
Instantly. He then fled from the
vessels composing what was then
room, firing another shot in the house
known as the first flying squadron
aa he reached the door, and became
of the Japanese fleet. He was a mere
a fugitive from justice. He testified
captain at that time. During the wai
that the night he fled from the Gal- FRENCH ROBBERY IS
he greatly distinguished himself and
van house after shooting his daughter,
became the idol of the people in
lie went to Las Vegas, from there to
Japan.
TO GOJNPUNISHED
Santa Fe, and thence to Durango,
It was during the early part of the
Colorado, and that he had, been In
war, in - fact, before real hostilities
Colorado until the 22nd of Decembad
begun, that Togo's ship overhaul
JUDGE ROBERTS DEPLORES THE
ber, 1910, when he decided to return
ed the transport vessel Kowshing,
FREEING OF FARR AND
to his old home at San Geronlmo, in
flying the British flag, with a British
HUMPHREYS
San Miguel county, where a number
captain and crew and carrying some
of his relatives reside. Within two
eleven hundred Chinese soldiers foi
days after his arrival In San GeroRaton, N. M., April 8. Following Asan. Togo signalled the vessel to
nlmo, he was arrested by Mounted the acquittal of Farr and Humphreys, stop by firing two blank shells and
Policeman A.' A. Sena and brought motion was made by District Attor- the British captain obeyed the order.
to the county jail of Colfax county. ney Remley that the remaining In Togo then sent a lieutenant aboard
Mondragon told a pitiful story of dictments in the French robbery case and informed the captain that the
the murder. He corroborated all the be dismissed, since they were based ship would hot be permitted to prowitnesses for the territory, except as on the same line of evidence as that ceed, but would have to return with
submitted. In complying the Nanlwa to the rendezvous of the
to the actual occurrence. In this he already
differed from the father of the mur- with this motion, Judge Roberts ex Japanese fleet. Captain Galsworthy of
the the Krowshing was perfectly willing
dered girl and the mother, saying that pressed himself as regretting
when he asked for the girl the father necessity of doing so under the law to obey this order, but not so the
ordered him from the house; he did since he believed .the verdict rendered Chinese officers in command of the
not go and the father reached on the was not justified by the evidence sub- troops on board. They refused 'to
wall for a rifle; that he pulled a pistol mitted, and was in fact a miscarriage obey the order and would not allow
from his pocket to protect himself of justice. He declared further that the captain and men to leave the ship.
Captain Togo stood by for some
from the assault by the father and in the moral effect of the failure to con
some way the pistol was discharged, vict in this case was sure to be felt time In the hope that the British captain and crew would be able to esshooting Elena Galvan. The murder adversely in the terriory.
cape from the Kowshing, but finding,
was committed at 11 o'clock in the
after four hours, that there was no
DR. AKED'S FAREWELL
night time, April 7, 1900. At 11 o'he hoisted the red
eleven
years
clock April 7, 1911, Just
New York, April 8. In the metro- hope for this,
after the murder, the testimony in politan churches of nearly all denomi- signal indicating that he was about
the case was finished, and the argu- nations special services will be held to open fire and a few minutes later
ments of counsel to the Jury were tomorrow in observance of Palm Sun- the first and only shell fired from
of
commenced. Howard L. Bickley of Ra- day. At the Fifth Avenue Baptist the Nanlwa tore through the hull
the
the
engines
wrecking
Kowshing,
as
court
the
waa
ton
appointed by
church, commonly known as the Rockto
counsel for defendant, aa the defend- efeller church, the Rev. Charles F. and causing the Kowshing rapidly
out
sent
Then
sink.
and
fill
Togo
his
for
ant had made no preparation
Aked will preach his farewell sermon
as many of the
defense and stated that he had no before leaving for San Francisco to boats and saved
as
men
he could. With this
drowning
means' with which to employ counsel. become pastor of the Flr-- t Congregafeat Togo practically opened the war.
tional church of that city.
After the war he was raised to the
HELPLESS AS A BABY
rank of rear admiral and when the
B.
Valley Heights, Va, Mrs. Jennie
war
with Russia became a certainty,
This?
How's
Klrby, in a letter from this place,
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re- Togo was made commander-in-chie- f
says: "I was sick in bed for nine ward for any case of Catarrh that can- of the Japanese navy.
months, with womanly troubles. I not be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
His conduct of the naval operations
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
was so weak and helpless at times,
Russian-Japanes- e
war
the undersigned, have known during the
that I could not raise my head off the F. We,
15 years, and proved beyond doubt that no mistake
J.
the
for
last
Cheney
pillow. I commenced to take Cardui, believe him perfectly honorable 1b all had been made in placing him at the
I saw it was helping me, at once. business transactions and financially head of the Japanese navy. He provNow, I can work all day." As a tonic, able to carry out any obligations made ed himself a sea fighter of wonderfor weak women, nothing has been bv his firm.
ful ability and resourcefulness, a past
WALDING, KINNAN & MARVIN,
found for fifty years, that would take
O. master of naval tactics, cool, resolute,
Wholesale
Toledo,
Druggists,
the place of Cardui. It will surely do
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Inter- determined and courageous, quick and
you good. Cardui is prepared from nally, acting directly upon the blood alert of perception' but calm and
in action. He is the Idol
vegetable ingredients, and has a spe- and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75c per
cific, curative effect on the womanly
of his men and no man, barring the
Sold
bottle.
all
druggists.
by
organs. Try a bottle today. At your
Emperor, is loved and honored more
Take HalJ's Family Pills for
In Japan than Is Togo.
nruggiet's.
,'

Wagon Mound, N- - M., April 8. A
vast field of coaL covering thousands
of acres, has been discovered nine
miles east of town, and In the near
future, as soon as machinery can be
secured and placed, mining on an ex
tensive scale will be commenced.
The presence of coal in the vicinity
of Wagon Mound has been known
for a number of years, but for business reasons, has never before been
made public. The field just uncovered
is on the land belonging to Simon
Vorenberg, and.exhaustive tests have
proved that the same vein is under
the land owned by S. F. Ortega, J.
B. Washburn and the Buck
place.
When Mr. Washburn was Informed
last Sunday that there was coal
under his land he was much surpris
ed, and was not content until he had
visited the test hole, and saw the
coal for himself. Mr. Ortega was
told of the fortune that underlaid his
land, and was greatly surprised. He
had not even suspected It, and had
to be convinced before he would
believe it. Any price he might have
had on his land was Immediately for
gotten. Mr. Vorenberg has known of
the coal for some time, but was not
ready to announce it until recently.
The vein where It was uncovered
In a shaft on the Vorenberg place, Is
a little more than two feet thick. It
Is a fine Quality of bituminous coal,
and rests beneath heavy limestone.
The coal In the test shaft is won
derfully free from slate or bone. If a
working shaft is sunk near the first
discovery, it will be a wet mine, as
it is so near the river.
Estimates based upon careful study
of conditions are that this coal, equal
or better than that which is shipped
in from distant points, can be sold
for $3.50 a ton. It can be easily mined
and as there are no hills between
here and the mine It will be an easy
matter to haul it in. A branch railroad to the mine is one of the possibilities of the near future.
The town of Wagon Mound Is about
the center of what at one time was
a ereat volcano. Whatever there was
here of mineral wealth, oil, gas or
vol-n- i
coal, was burned out when the
wn active. Beyond the volcanic
bed. four or five miles from town In
any direction, gold, coal and gas are
within the possibilities.
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If you have not yet planned your Easter costume you
.have no time to loose. Come to us. We can aid you
quickly, pleasantly, and with satisfaction alikt to your
food taste your fashion eye, your pocket allowance.

Dresses, Suits, Coats, Gloves, Neckwear,
Children's Wear, Motor Veils, Underwear, etc. these are a few random sug'
gestions of what you may require on
Easter Sunday and which you can secure at our store, new in style reliable
in quality fair in price '
-

j
Scores of women
who have

already attended our

Easter Showing have sanctioned these claims.

This is the last possible moment you can postpone
Ours is the store to come to.
your Easter shopping.
We have the best of the new styles, the broadest variety,
the most satisfying values,
t

With what may we serve you?

You Need a

Our Line of

VICTOR

VICTOR

-

Talking Machine

SANTA FE HAS WON
MAIL RACE TO WEST

It

HAS LEFT
FOR THREE DAYS
KAN8AS CITY HALF HOUR
BEFORE IT3 RIVAL

Kansas City, April 8. The battle
which the Santa Fe and Missouri Pa- cifio have been waging for several
days to secure the contract for hand
ling mails from the east seems to
have resulted In a victory for the Santa Fe. For three mornings the Santa
Fe fast mail train has been receiving
its mail from the Grand Avenue stastreet and Grand
tion, Twenty-secon- d
avenue, Instead of the Union depot.
The Missouri Pacific fast mail does
not reach this station, so it is forced
to unload at the Union depot, and
before this is accomplished the Santa
Fe train is over in Argentine on its
way through Kansas.
The rivalry between the two roads,
has been brewing for several weeks.
In January the Santa Fe inaugurated
a new fast mall train which reecived
eastern mail from the Pennsylvania
at Chicago, reaching Kansas City in
time to leave at 1:15 a. m. Then as
the mails
the period for
and letting the contract for hauling
them to the Missouri river approached, the Pennsylvania conceived the
idea of getting a longer haul via St.
Louis. There the mail was turned
over to the Missouri Pacific which left
St. Louis at 6 o'clock and reached
Kansas City in time to connect with
the Santa Fe. This train has been
running three weeks.
The Santa Fe, however, was not In
cllned to lose any portion of the mail,
when it was possible to avoid it. Now
the Santa Fe claims it can get out of
Kansas City before the Missouri Pacific gets in, and has done it three

ESTABLISHED

times. This delays the Missouri Pacific's nail nine hours.
Local
Santa Fe officials say the
order to take mall at Twenty-secon- d
street and Grand avenue is permanent
This evidently precludes the Missouri Pacific from getting lis mail
west Irom Kansas City. Another
change which went into effect on the
Santa Fe yesterday also makes the
order appear permanent. The fast
mail has been picking up a sleeper
at the Union depot. The sleeper has
been placed at the disposal of its patrons about 10 o'clock every night. Now
that the Grand avenue station will be
used exclusively the sleeper will be
handled no more. Last night a day
coach was attached to the train at
the Grand avenue station. This Is
the only passenger equipment carried.
The Rock Island's local officials say
they have heard nothing from headquarters regarding a new fast mail
over that road from St. Louis to
points in Kansas. Railroad men do
not believe the Rock Island will make
the attempt. They c'alm the Santa
Fe can take the mails in Chicago at
1:30 p. m. and get them out of Kansas City at least half an hour earlier
than could be done by any road receiving mails from the Pennsylvania
in St. Louis at 6 o'clock. Such an
experiment they say would be expensive, and as the contract now in dispute does not cover the territory west
of the Missouri river, it is not thought
a new train from St. Louis on any
line - would be practical.
ANOTHER LINCOLN1 HIGHWAY
Elizabethtown, Ky., April 8. Delegates from two states met here today
and discussed the project for rebuilding the old road from Louisville to
Nashville by way of Mammoth. Cave
and the Lincoln homestead. One of
the planB under consideration is to
havA the citizens along the route turn
out en masse and complete the road
construction in one day.

The greatest crisis in a woman's life
is when first she becomes a mother.
All the physical strength of her
nature is demanded at such times,
and it is necessary that her system
be thoroughly prepared for the event,
in order that her health be preserved
for future years. Mother's Friend
Is woman's safest reliance; it is a, medicine for external use, composed of oils
and other ingredients which assist nature in all necessary physical changes of
the system. Its regular use before the coming of baby prepares the muscles
and tendons for the unusual strain, aids In expanding the skin and flesh fibres,
and strengthens all the membranes and tissues. Mother's Friend lessens the pain
and danger at the crisis, and leaves
the mother in such healthful condition that her recovery is always
rapid and natural. Mother's Friend
is sold at drug stores. Write for our
free book for expectant mothers.
BBADFIELD REGULATOR CO,
Atlanta, Ga.

Mothers

Records Includes
the Best

1862

ROUND TRIP SPECIAL EXCURSION FARES
TO

LOS ANGELES
SAN DIEGO

OAKLAND
SAN FRANCISCO

Tickets on sale April 18, 19 and 20, 1911, final return limit
June 30, 1911.
i
-

For further information call at ticket office
ELLEGE, Agent,

HE

.

A. T. & S. F. Ry.

KELLY
GROSS, (Incoporated)

& CO.

WHOLESALE GROCERS
and Dealers In
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Planing! Mill
In CnnnPrCnn

SEVEN HOUSES
East Las Vegas, N. M., Albuquerque, N. M., Tucumcari, N. M
Carona, N. , Rowe, N. M., Pecos, K, M.,
M--

Trinidad, Colorado

Pure Ice Manufactured
From Distilled Water
CRYSTAL ICE CO.
Phone MeJn 227,

Try an Ad. in The Optic's
"Want Columns"

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

SATURDAY, APRIL 8, 191 1
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PLENTY OF WORK

FOR THE IDLE

JOHN

144

STRAY TOPICS

New York, April 8. When Oscar
the theatrical and
Hammerstein,
operatic manager a few months ago
not only abandoned his operatic venture in New York but also withdrew
from Philadelphia, where he had
WESTERN RAILROADS WILL REbuilt an opera house, there were many
QUIRE FORCE OF 100,000
rumors in circulation essaying to exLABORERS
plain the reasons of his unexpected
action. Some persons thought that
The annual spring exodus of labor- Mr. 'Hammerstein had had a sudden
ers to be employed in railroad work attack of "cold feet" and had given
in the western states during the sum- up his operatic ventures because he
mer is just commencing, accordingto was afraid he would lose money by
local officials, and during the coining them. Others were Inclined to attrifew weeks hundreds of unemployed bute his action to the difficulty of obsingers in competiwho have flocked into Kansas City taining first-clas- s
Opera
and other western cities during the tion with the Metropolian
winter will be placed in railroad jobs, managers, while still others suspected that Mr. Hammerstein withdrawsays the Kansas City Journal.
Although the movement is expect- al from the operatic field was the reed to be somewhat less than in for- sult of an agreement between him and
mer years the railroads showing a the Metropolitan Opera managers,
with a view of elimdisposition to retrench, following the arranged
recent adverse rate decision, and inating competition. At last the
because many of the roads did more great secret has leaked put and
than their usual amount of mainten- it seems that the agreement theory
ance work last year, so that the was correct. According to the story
tracks are now in good condition
published in a certain publication de
it is estimated that about 100,000 men voted to musical trade matters an
will be employed In maintenance work agreement was made between the
tola year., There seems to be little Metropolitan opera Interests and Mr.
disposition on the part of the rail- Hammerstein In April of last year.
roads to engage in new
extension under which Mr. Hammerstein was
work, except in cases where the work paid $1,200,000 for. withdrawing from
has reached such a state that it would the operatic field in New York and
result in financial loss in cases of Philadelphia. What a snap, if this ac
abandonment.
count is true! Who wouldn't agree
Of the 100,000 to be employed, it is willingly not to give any operatic perexpected that 90 per cent will be formances in New York, Philadelphia
recruited from Kansas City, Chicago, or anywhere else for a consideration
St. Louis, Omaha, St. Paul and Min of $1,200,000
It is safe to say that
the work on the a great many persons would, gladly
neapolis. With
Kansas City union station site pro sign such an agreement for a great
gressing, more men will be needed deal less than $1,200,000.
for track work, and officials of the
Kansas Citv Terminal company be
It is a rather odd coincidence that
lieve employment can be given a
two days .before the disastrous fire
workmen
American
of
number
larger
in the state capitoi at AiDany me
than during the winter season.
state architect submitted his annual
of
the
part
early
Beginning during
to the legislature, calling atten-iothe month the railroads employ gangs report
to the fact that nearly all the
to go over their tracks to repair the
state
buildings are inadequately proravages of winter and early spring,
tected
against fire and advocating sufand
ties
resurfacing? and renewing
ficient
appropriations to remedy the
ballast where it has become some'
conditions existing in these
contin
dangerous
the
what softened perhaps by
ued rain and snow. This work general buildings. The fact that the criticsira,
by the state architect was aimed prinly is suspended during a part of the
summer and then taken up again to cipally at the charitable, reformatory
and penal institutions of the state and
prepare the tracks for winter.
construc
new
is
only indcidentally to the condition of
little
"While there
tion work contemplated, it is believed the state capitoi, does not diminish
that nearly as large forces as usual the significance of the report. The
for maintenance fire at the state capitoi demonstrated
will be required
new construc the danger from fire in a building fairof
the
work. The bulk
tion work already under way which ly well protected against such an
will be pushed during the year is in emergency and pointed a lesson which
vTnrniwnst' i where the Hill anc the legislators of the state of New
41ia
l
1'
Harriman lines are particularly ac York should heed.
tive In the southwest there also is
ttlO
WAflt lindeT WBY,
.nn.Mal-gM- i
VUOIUV
It is expected that the investigacut-of- f
which
a
Santa Fe completing
of the police department of New
tion
will shorten its line from the Pacific York
by the grand jury will lead to
to the eulf. and the Orient pushing interesting and rather startling disconstruction on its main line in Tex- closures. Crime has never been
as. Several smaller lines are project more rampant in this city than at
ert in Oklahoma and northern Texas
the present time, while the police
authorities seem to be unable to locate and arrest the perpetrators of
KING ALBERT'S BIRTHDAY
nine
Brussels, April 8. King Albert to the crimes. During the past
New
in
safes
more
than
birth
months
thirty-sixtforty
his
day celebrated
York and Brooklyn were "rippeft" by
day anciersary. Many conmratulah!s
yeggmen and robbed of their conmajesry
reached
toiv messages
valuable tent's, amounting to many thousands
and
many
ti.e
day'
dui'rg
boldness of the
The
of dollars.
presents were received from the
was almost
of Europe and personal cracksmen in some cases
arrest
a
not
single
were
yet
incredible,
friends. The customary salutes
not a trace of the
and
made
was
stanaval
and
fired at all the military
plunder was found by the police.
tions.
There is evidence that all these robberies were committed by the Bame
Club sandwiches make pretty good gang, as the method of "ripping" the
board.
safes "was the same in every instance.
Only in one single case was an exCRAY'S
plosive used to open the Bafe attackMOTHER
ed. That was when the safe of' the
POWDERS
SWEET
street,
Savoy theater, in Thirty-fourtFOR CHILDREN,
few
a
robbed
was
AOrtfnlWwl(FverlhneM.
near
Broadway
Contlpaiion, II eat
months ago.
VAV. Th"vllr. k np t old.
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The Bugar trust surely has Its

trou-

-

FROM LITTLE
OLD NEW YORK

Not so very long ago an inves-tigation by the federal authorities established, the fact that the trust, with
the help of certain unscrupulous officials and employes had for years been
defrauding the government in the payment of sugar taxes. That trouble
had hardly blown over, after a settlement with the federal government,
when the municipal authorities of New
York put in a claim of more than
$500,00 against the American Sugar
Refineries company, for back water
rents. Upon
it was
investigation
found that for many years the trust
ihad been appropriating city water
without paying for it. The trust refused to pay and when the city threatened to shut off the water supply of
the trust's1 refineries, the trust asked
the courts for an injunction against
the city. Now. however, the trust has
been denied the right to ask for an
Injunction, upon the ground that "under equity rules clean , hands are
tecessary to procure the interference
of a court of equity between contesting parties, and that the company's
actions debarred It from seeking equi
table relief."
les.

Every year several thousand persons are reported "missing" in New
York City and the number
often
reaches from four to five thousand.
During the last year 3,827 persona
were reported "missing" and, of these
725 were still "missing" at the end
of the year. Of course, in many cases
the persons reported "missing" merely left the city without taking the
trouble of Informing their friends of
their change of location. In all these
cases the disappearance is sooner or
later explained. But there are also
many other cases, in which the persons reported "missing" undoubtedly
met with foul play. These caBes are
quite baffling to the police authori
ties and only in rare cases are the
bodies or the victims found and the
murderers arrested and convicted. It
is safe to assume that about five
hundred men and women are murdered every year In New York and their
bodies buried or disposed of in some
other way, and only once in a great
while are the police authorities able
to find a trace of the victims or of
the murderers.

PAPEN

A.

OUTLAW HORSES
ALMOST EXTINCT
NOWADAYS
WILD WEST

SHOW

MEN HAVE
IN FINDING SURE
ENOUGH BRONCHOS

DIFFICULTY

Lincoln, Neb., April 8. Civilization
is swiftly
cutting off the outlaw
horse, the real bucking broncho of
the west. John T.' Coffee of Sheridan
county, owner of a big horse ranch,
says that the men who make a specialty of hunting up bad horses to be
used In frontier festivities and bucking contests are now lamenting that
it is a difficult task to find enough
bad horses to make an interesting
program.
"The outlaw horse," Coffee says, "is
the counterpart of the outlaw man.
The typical criminal of the penitenrought-actintiaries is a hard-facebrutal, fearless, surly fellow. So is
the outlaw horse. Both spring from
the same cause, bad blood in their
almost
sires or dams. The wild-eyeuntamable broncho that will resort
to any trick to unseat and kill his
rider exhibits the same characteris
tics that society observes when it attempts to master the brutal degenerate of the human species. The outlaw
horses come from the poorest blooded
animals that can he found on the
ranch. As a general proposition, they
are the offspring of mustangs, although every now and then you will
run across splendid specimens that
have merely gone back to the origfamiliar to
inal type, "throw-backs,- "
those who study men as we do
horses.
"Take any horse and let him out
on the range or in a big pasture for
a few weeks, and he will do some
bucking when somebody tries to ride
him. He doesn't try to keep it up,
though. A dozen bucks Is about his
limit. Then he remembers that he
has been tamed. Horses are thickheaded animals, but once teach them
a thing and they never forget It.
That is why most of them, like most
e
men, trot, along the road
without trying to take the bit in
stunt
their teeth or do a
in the hope of ending heir slavery.
"Ten years ago there were few
large ranges that did not have two to
a half dozen 'outlaws,' some that even
the best of them could not ride. Nowadays, outside of the professional
buckers that appear at the frontier
carnivals and In the Wild West shows,
one seldom hears of a bad actor"
among the horses. The cowboy as a
rider is just as good as the boya in
the old days. They have not degenerated, as a ranch day frolic any time
will prove."
--

law-brok-

stiff-legge- d

From time immemorial schoolboys
have been in the habit of playing all
kinds of pranks, any of which could
by no means be classed among the
inocuous variety. A rather unusual
sort of prank is reported from Pennington, N. J. One of the boys in
the Pennington Seminary, who had
given the faculty no end of trouble,
was expelled the other day after several serious charges had been proved
against him. Among other things
he had hypnotized one of his schoolmates and caused him to believe that
The Souna Sleep of Good Health
he had appendicitis. The boy's condiran not he over estimated and any
with
tion became alarming and only
it is a menace
ailment
.l
... that- prevents
rt
St1n1.,n
great difficulty could he be freed from to healtn.
J. Li. Boumers, emu vi"o,
the hypnotic suggestion.
WiB. says:. "I have been unable to
sleep soundly nights, because of pains
across my back ana soreness oi my
TO CELEBRATE MUSTER DAY
Mv annetite was very poor
Washington, April 8. Tomorrow and my general condition was much
will be the fiftieth
anniversary of run down. I have been taning vviey
President Lincoln's first call for vol- Kidney Pills but a short time and now
unteers. The District of Columbia sleep as sound as a rock, my generalI
and
Volunteers' association is arranging conditions is greatly improved,
know that Foley Kidney Pills have
of
the
observance
an
for
appropriate
curod me." O. G. Schaefer and Red
anniversary. Of the 4,500 men who Cross Drug Co.
enlisted here under the calls of April
9 and 15, 1861, there are now but 300
When a mtdiclne must be given to
I
fia nl0Rflnt
tM.a.
living.
VOUng CBmiUJTJU ii. ouvu.v. to take. Chamberlain's Cough Rem
is made irom loai sugar, nuu wo
One Conductor Helped Back to Work edyi
a i no
VA !t
in it. .niuntlnn
ymy- Mr. Wilford Adams is his name, and rOOlS UWUsimilar
mak
to
syrup,
maple
a
flavor
he writes: "I was confined to my bed
It pleasant to xano. it um u
ing
used
and
rheumatism
chronic
with
colds, croup and whooping
two bottles of Foley's Kidney Remedy rior for
sale by all druggists.
For
cough.
with good effect. The third bootle put
as
me on my feet and I resumed work
Good results always follow Foley's
conductor on the Lexington,- Ky.,
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MEN HANGED FOR THEFT
WILD OLD DAYS WERE THOSE OF THE VIGILANTES IN SAN FRANCISCO

One American city which, in the
old days, had its reign of terror, was
San Francisco. ,What the situation
was and how it was met is told in the
"Annals of San Francisco."
While the discovery of gold brought
thousands of desirable citizens to San
Francisco it also brought an army of
the most daring thugs that ever operated in a civilized community. In 1851
the population of San Francisco was
estimated at thirty thousand inhabitants, and there- - were more than five
hundred ealoons and nearly fifty gambling places. The police force, however, consisted of only twelve men.
These officers were absolutely power-jes- s
to enforce the law and the criminal element was quick to take advantage of the situation. On February 19, 1851, two men entered the
store of C. J. Jansen, apparently to
buy blankets, but they assaulted and
almost killed the proprietor and took
2,000.

Thomas. Berdeu was arrested
the
next day and positively identified, as
was also one Windred, as being the
two assailants. On Saturday, February 22, the defendants were 'in .court
and a mob of five thousand persons
attempted to seize and lynch them,
but were repulsed hy the "Washington Guards." Mayor John W. Geary
delivered an address in which he advised that the law be permitted to
take its course. Finally it was decided that W. T. Coleman and eleven
other citizens should try the men
acording to their own methods. These
men could not agree on their guilt,
and It was subsequently proven that
the defendants were innocent, and
Berdeu, who was mistake for James
Stuart, the real criminal, was present-- a
sum of money by the citizens to
compensate him in part for the injustice done him.
Then The Organization
About March, 1851, the criminal element became bolder than ever, their
headquarters l)eing in the vicinity of
"Clark's Point," at the lower end of
Broadway and Pacific streets. They
set fire to buildings for the purpose
of looting them, and about one hundred
murders were committed in five
months. In June, 1851, the famous
"Vigilance Committee' was organized
and adopted the following constitution:
Whereas, It has become apparent
to the citizens of San Francisco that
there is no security for life and property, either under the, regulation of society, as It at present exists, or under the law ae now administered,'
therefore, the citizens, whose names
are hereunto attached, do unite them
selves into an association for the
maintenance of the peace and good
order of society, and the preservation of the lives and property of the
citizens of San Francisco, and do bind
ourselves, each unto the other, to do
and perform every lawful act for the
maintenance of law and order, and to
sustain the laws when fatihfully and
deproperly administered; but we are
termined that no thief, burglar, Incendiary or assassin shall escape punishment, either by the quibbles of the
law, the insecurity of prisoners, or a
laxity of those who pretend to. administer justice. And to secure the objects of this association we do hereby
agree:
1.
That the name and style of the
association shall be the Committee of
Vigilance, for the protection of the
lives and property of the citizens and
residents of the city of San Francisco.
2. That there shall be a room selected for the meeting and deliberation of this committee, at which there
shall be one or more members of the
committee, appointed for that purpose, in constant attendance at all
hours of the day and night, to receive

the report of any member of the association or of any other person or
persons whatever, or any act of violence done to the person or property
of any citizen of San Francisco; and
if in the judgment of the member or
members of the committee present it
be such an act as justifies the interference of the committee, either in
aiding in the execution of the law or
the prompt and summary punishment
of the offender, the committee shall
be at once assembled for the purpose
of taking such action as a majority of
the committee when assembled Bhall
determine upon.
3.
That it shall be the duty of any
member or members of the committee
on duty at the committee room whenever a general assemblage of the committee is deemed necessary, to cause
a call to be made by two strokes upon
a bell, which shall be repeated with a
pause of one minute between each
alarm. The alarm to be struck until
ordered to be stopped.
4. That when the committee have
assembled for action the decision of
a majority present Bhall be binding
whose
upon the whole committee
names are hereunto
attached do
pledge their honor, and hereby bind
themselves to defend and sustain each
other, in carrying out the determined
action of this committee at the hazard
of their "Ives and their fortunes.
He Stole a Safe
An occasion soon happened to test
the character and uses of this extraordinary association. The night of
June 10, 1851, a person named John
Jenkins feloniously entered a store on
Long Wharf and stole a safe. He subsequently was seen with a large burden slung across his back, and an
alarm being raised, was pursued. He
then got into a boat and sculled out
into the bay, followed by a dozen
other boats in pursuit. The fugitive
was caught, but before his captors
reached him he was seen to throw the
burden into the water. This was soon
drawn up, and proved to be the stolen
safe. The prisoner next was taken
to the rooms of the Vigilance Com
mittee, in Battery street, near the
corner of Pine street.
About 10 o'clock of the same night
a signal was given on the bell of the
Monumental Engine company, and
shortly afterwards about eighty members of the committtee hurried to the
apolnted place, and on giving the secret password were admitted. Mean
while knots of people'; some of whom
knew and all suspected what was go
ing on, gathered about the premises
and impatiently awaited the further
progress of events. For two hours
the committee was closely occupied
in examining evidence. At midnight
the bell of the California Engine
house was1 tolled, as sentence of death
by hanging was passed.
Then The Hanging
A little before 1 o'clock S. Brannan
came out of the committee rooms, and
ascending a mound of sand to the east
of the Rasette House, addressed the
he
people. He had been deputed,
said, by the committee to inform them
that the prisoner's case had been fairly tried, that he had been proved
guilty and was condemned to be
hanged, and that the sentence would
be executed within one hour upon the
plaza. The then asked the people if
they approved of the, action of the
committee, when great shouts of "Aye,
aye" burst forth, mingled with few
cries of "No." In the interval a
clergyman had been sent for, who administered the last consolation of religion to the condemned.
Shortly before 2 o'clock the committee issued from the building with
the prisoner. Some of the authorities attempted at this stage of affairs

to interfere, but their efforts were unavailing.
They were civilly told
to stand back and not delay what still
was to be done. The hanging of Jenkins had a salutary effect on the criminal class, and many left the city. As
there was a tendency to ignore the
demands of the committee the following notice wa sissued on July 5, 1851:
Vigilance Committee Room It hav
ing become necessary to the peace
and quiet of this community that all
criminals and abettors
in
crime
should be driven from among us, no
good citizen, having the welfare of
San Francisco at heart, will deny the
committee of vigilance' such Informa
tion as will enable them to carry out
the above object. Nor will they Interfere with said committee when
they may deem it best to search any
premises for suspicious characers or
stolen property. Therefore,
Resolved, That we, the vigilance
committee, do claim to ourselves the
right to enter any person or persona'
premises where we have good reason
to believe that we shall find evidence
to substantiate and carry out the
object of this body; and further, deeming ourselves engaged In a good and
Just cause, we .Intend to maintain it.
By order of The Committee of Vigll-encNo. 67, SECRETARY.
San Francisco, July 6, 1851. July II the bell was rung,- and
when the committee had assembled,
Joseph Stuart, for whom Berdeu waa
mistaken in the Jansen robbery, and
an
criminal, was tried and
confessed to all his' primes. Colonel
J.' D. Stevenson addressed the citizens gathered, and after relating what
had transpired, asked If It was the
wish of the citizens that Stuart be
executed The citizens cried "Yes,"
and he was hanged at the end of
Market Street wharf.
In August, 1851, Sam Whltakerand
l
Robert McKenzie were tried for
crimes and confessed. They were
sentenced to be hanged on August 20.
Before the execution Governor John
McDougall issued a proclamation to
the citizens of San Francisco, in which
he protested against the acts of tha
vigilance committee, but the committee answered by reminding him that
he had privately expressed his ap
proval of their method of procedure.
On August 21, before sunrise, Sheriff
John Hayes, accompanied by a squad
of police, entered the room of the
vigilance committee where Whltaker
and McKenzie were awaiting execution, seized the prisoners and took
them to jail. On Sunday, August 24,
members of the com1851, thirty-simittee broke into Jail while religious
services which the two men sought
were attending, were in progress, and
Street and
took them to Battery
hanged hem. This was the last active work done for the ' time being
by this committee.
The Criminals Came Back1
In the first two years after the
vigilance committee ceased operations
the criminal element was conspicuous '
by their absence, but about 1854 a
could be' seen apfinancial storm
was accompanied
which
proaching,
by political and social corruption. The
better element in their feverish rush
for gold neglected their duties as citizens and voters, and the result was
that the lawless class gradually gained
great power, more than one thousand
homicides were committed between
1849 and 1856, and the only
legal
hanging was that of Jose Form!, who,
on December 10, 1852, murdered Josa
Rodriguez, for which he was hanged
on Russian Hill on July 20. 1853. July
26, 1848, James King of Williams arrived in San Francisco. December 5,
1849, he opened a banking house at
Montgomery and Washington streets,
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Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling.
Every
prescription leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure If we fill your
prescription.

WINTERS

DRUG

CO.

Phone Main 3

We Have
Received
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a Lot of

Western

atidMr.

Mr.
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Hi wr
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Fisher
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NEW INSTRUCTOR

-

of Min.

in town today shop

t

A. P. Wltzel. an
Albuquerque re-- . PRESIDENT OF NORMAL UNIVERfa u the city looking af- 8ITY TAKING SOUTHERN

tr business" affairs.

Mrs. Clifford McClanahan and little
on returned today from an extend- ed visit in Chicago and St. Louis.
D. T. Hoskins, cashier of the San
Miguel National bank, went last even.
tag to Santa Fe on a business trip.
Dr. G. S. Atohtoya, lawyer and vete
rinarian, leave, tomorrow for Mora.
He will be absent from the city about
two weeks.,
Cleofes Romero, warden of the ter-.

ntorlal penitentiary, who had been
here several days working on the
Rogers kidnaping case, return last
uigni to fcanta Fe.
t
J. I. Iverson of the Gaylor Klefer

Land company of Chicago, will leave
tonight for his headquarters in the
Windy City, after having been here
a few days on one of his periodical
visits.

OF DOMESTIC

The Best and Largest Stock
in lown and Trices That Win
in Each and Every Case.
-

cpo.vpu

Frank H. H. Roberts, president
of the Normal University, who has
been on tour of th
he part of
the territory during the past two
weeks, has written that his trip
Dr.

1

proving highly successful. Dr. Rob
erts lecture "Humor and Pathos of
Travel," which he has given In Tu
cumcarl, Roswell, Alamogordo and
other cities, has been well received
and has made many friends for th
Normal among the teachers and stu
dents of the many schools he has vis
ited. Dr. Roberts will speak in Ros
well tomorrow. Tuesday he will make
an addlres8 m Albuquerque and will
arrlve nomo We(lllesdly afternoon.

Sole Agents for White Frost
At strictly eastern pricesj

New Summer Goods
ROMANCE ENDS

j

$4.25 for

50-- ft

Rubber Hose.

1-

inch

Garden
Seed

Ball-beari-

&6? tf

CRtZAM

A charming young
woman who
knows equally well how to maninu- late a sauce pan and a needle and to
teach others to do so, is Miss Anne
George, the new head or the domestic
science department of the New Mexico Normal University. Miss
George
has been here just a week,
succeeding
Miss Jessie Rambo who
recently resigned to take a similar position In
the West Texas Normal school.
During the past two years Miss
George has been a teacher in the domestic science department of the El
Paso high school.
She was recom
mended highly to Dr. Roberts and her
work since coming here has shown
her ability. Miss George is a gradu
ate of the College of Industrial Arts
of Denton, Tex. She is the holder
of a life teacher's certificate in the
state of Texasc. She is enthusiastic
about her work and plans to make
the domestic science and domestic
art departments of the Normal the
best In the entire southwest. Miss
George Intends making her courses
so full of interest that they will be
elected by a large number of the
young women attending the school.

witn couplings.
Mike Jones, who resides on a ranch
95c for the $1.50 sets of Croquet.
near Clayton, is in town visiting
85c for the $1.50 Roller Skates, met.
IN AN ELOPEMENT
al wheels.
friends. Mr. Jones formerly was a
$2.45 and $3.50
Skates.
conductor for the Santa Fe with head
1
$4.65 for the S5.50 New Perfnotinn
quarters here. His railroading career DAUGHTER OF ROBERT STEELE
Uil Look Moves, 1 burner.
was brought to a close when he suf
OF MORA COUNTY, BRIDE
86.85 for the S8.50 New 'Pflrfwrinn
fered the losa of both legs in an ac
In Bulk
OF COWBOY
ju vxjoK stoves, & ourners.
cident. Mr. Jones has many friends
and
$8.95 for the $10.00 INew Perfection
here.
Oil Cook Stoves, 3 burners.
Package
News Has come from Mora county
$2.45 for the $3.50 Gasoline 1 hnrnor
mi. tt.m Mrs. u. Li. uatcneior or of the marriajra of Count nirtweii tn stoves.
Las Vegaa," whoiliave been visiting a daughter of Robert
$2.85 for the $4.00 Gasoline 2 humor
wn
WOMEN ENGAGE IN
From Barteldes Seed
m Emporia ana baiina, Kan-- , passed known resident of
stoves.
that
and
county
Co. It will pay you
$4.25 for the $5.50 Gasoline 3 humor
v.usu a CBa8 luuay on ineir. prominent character. His
atoves.
to see our line before
way io canrornia where they will is a cowmincher and hfl ntt-i- n
3c each, for the '5c Jelly Glass, tin
spend the remainder of their vacation, some notorlet.v for hi a
elsewhere.
tops.
Mr. Bachelor is agent for the Santa other
characteristic traits. Details of
80c dozen for Mason's Pint Fruit
KmPna tne Bacn- - f the marriage are not known but It Jars.
AS A RESULT
elors visite dtheir daughter. Miss Nell
OF ENCOUNTER
"90c 'dozen 'for Mason's Quart Fruit
,8 ne,leved t0 have
the cul.
THE
w.o
PARTICIPANTS
Kanis
tne
ARE.
oHneior,
attending
mixtion of a romance in which an jars.
Grocer and Butcher.
as normal,
$1.20 dozen for Mason's 1 2 Gallon
HALED INTO COURT
enlopement figured as the final chap
Fruit Jars.
J. M. Kiirn, general superintendent
Headquarters for Crocks. Churns and
From the description of the en
for the Santa Fe for the Western
Milkmen's supplies.
counter given this morning in the
grand division, passed through the
CHAFIN SPEAKS TOMORROW
court of Justice of the Peace D. R.
city today in his private car, which
PRACTICE RUNS
Las Vegas people are urged to hear
Murray, Mrs. Felipe Sandoval and
was attached to train No. 10. Mr.
Teresa Cashmore participated in one
Kurn had been on an inspection trip Eueen W. Chafin of Chicago, who
of the moBt lively battles that has
to southern New Mexico and Texas will make three addresses here to
occurred In Las Vega for some time.
morrow. In tbe morning at 11 o'clock
Mr. Kurn formerly was superinten
. Las
Opposite Y. MfcC. A.
Vegas Mr. Sandoval was tbe complaining
dent of The1 New Mexico division with Mr. Chafin will make a. talk at the
witness. She snid aba bad loni to
the
church
First
upon
Presbyterian
headquarters here. While in the city
Mrs. Cashmore' home to collect the
afterIn
the
"Two
FIREMEN BELIEVE THESE WILL he
Plagues,"
subject,
shook.hands with a number of noon, at 4 o'clock he will talk to men
rent for .her. father, ,wbo own th
TEND TO IMPROVE EFFICIENCY
friends.
bouse, a structure on Railroad avnue.
Y. M. C. A. on "Weilth and
at
the
ADDITIONAL
LOCAL
NEWS
OF HOSE COMPANY
Argument became heated and th two
Waste." la the evening at 7:30 o'clock
women, losing their temper, clinched,
Methodist
the
will
at
First
he
talk
Mrs. F,, Marti, St. Joe, Mich., says:
last
Mrs. Bandovul had the better of th
enthusiastic
meeting
establishan
"Church
New postofflcos have been
At
'Our little boy contracted a severe church. His subject will bo
nieht. the members of the E. Ro bronchial trouble and hh the doctor's and School" Mr. Chafin was a can od and post .master appointed to con encounter at the beginning, but later
knowlmero Hose and Fier company decided medicine did not cure him, I gave him didate for president of the United duct thorn as follows; llranlott, Mr. Cashmore, by luperlor downed
of
in
Tar
and
Compound
StfttPR on the nrohlullion ticket In Grant county, Nathan N. HnuiileU; edge
to hold regular drills for the entire Foley's IHoney
have great faith. It? cured
hor antagonist,. The testimony indicat
the which
1908. He is a speaker of ability;
Iluronce, Sandoval county, Jumes 1
company once each month during
and
as
well
the
as
choking
the
cough
ed that Mr. Bnndovitl hurt atrucic
beis
Kurgnrt. The following appointment
and he got well in a
spring and summer. This, it
aNfl- ef- magging spells,
the
licit
increase
to
of
have tho first blow. Judge Murray which
of poHtmuBtwa io fill old
short imo. Foley's Honey and Tar
lieved, will tend
HEART
Ciinhmoie,
fine
ed
COFFEE
Mr.
a
ngaliint
organization. The Compound' has many times saved us
McKlnley
been made: lllackrock,
ficiency of the
lie remitted. Mrs. Cttiihmore pnid the
and we are never wnu
Colin A. lluuman; Kaywood,
Very plain In Borne People.
drills will consist of practice runs, much trouble
county;
O.
O.
Schafer
cost and hud a fw dollar rifsh law
inlitlvi
nouse."
out
it
and
"county, Charln D, MclMtriiiolt;
Grant
loying of hose, connecting it up
CoRed
Cross
Drug
and
when she Mi IhHn upon entering
A great many people go on suffering llyrled, Chave
county, Itliiiu he
turning on the water.
court.
the
from annoying allmcnls for a long
The company decided by a vote to
on
money
is
own
lap time before they can, got their
Tony Faust draught beer
expend the greater part of the
TO CURE A COLD IN ONK DAY
realized from the annual carnival ball at the Opera Par, and la one of the consent to give up tlio indulgence
Many iiirrbanl. wondered today Take I.AXATIVP)
WtOIVJO Quinine
for a new fire nozzle ot an improved finest draught beors served over any from which their trouble arlHu.
why tlio city wiiKon did not initko lis (alls to onr, Id, W, (lllOVIfl.'H "Isna-Table- t
ana
111
doHcrllxn
and
bats
A gentleman
Brooklyn
bar in the city.
pattern, coats, boots
uhiiiiI rounds this morning and gather
DruBKl! rfmid money If It
in
his experience, as follow:
other equipment needed for use to
the refuse that had been swept turn I on (!)
up
26c
decided
was
mouths
"1 became eatlrtfled Homo
fighting fires. It also
up In front of tho stores to bu carted
WORK FOR BOTH.
,n
firemen
tbe
ttio
of
for
the
"nner
palpitation
ago that I owed
give R hlg
away. This I the first time slnca
the
"Our baby crle for Chttmborlaln'
heart from which I suffered almost tho Saturday clean-uwas Inaugurat
the near future. This will be ineach
,
Mrs. T. H.
llemttrty," writ
Cough
affair,
been
had
a
nature of
dally, to the use of coffee, (I
ed somo months ago that the city has Kendrlck, llHca, ia. "It I the best
his
of
1
man defraying the expense
a coffee drinker for 30 years) but
the mar Mat ror
VoiiKh remedy on
failed to do it part.
refreshments
i
)ld and croup," ror
found It very hard to give up tlio bev
plate. Cigars and other
cough,
the
all
drugiclMl.
'
by
will be furnished by members of
erage.
was
Tho carload of tree ordered nomio
company. The meeting last night
"One day I ran across a very sen- time
the
o
ago from a Colorado nursery
of
twenty-twTry a dram of Old Tiivlor bourbon
well attended,
premutasible and straightforward
boon
have
tree
the
and
arrived
has
from bar-rti- l
present.
members being
twenty-fiv- e
tion of th claims of Potvtum, and was unloaded and Wulod to tiie vacant lot at Mia Oiwa bar, Rervd
Mta
on
bar,
concluded
so impressed thereby that I
north of tbe City Jlall, whore they are
ASSESSMENT NOTICE
to give It a trial.
now ready for distribution. The tree
"My experience with it was unsatis- are ald to be the finest consignment
Notice Is hereby give. to all tax
29 of the
factory until I learned how It ought ever received In 1
payers In Precinct Number
Vega.
be
will
I
that
to be prepared by thorough boiling
County of San Miguel,
20
be
minute.
for not leaa than 15 or
in my office, 605 Lincoln avenue,
Dr. Frank, if. II. Jlobert on Alrll
After I learned that lewton there wa
tween the hours of 8 a. m. and 5 p. m,
will delivery hi leotur entUtod
21
no trouble.
until the 30th day of April, 1911. to
and Patho of Travel," V.
"Humor
most
a
to
palatbe
"Postum proved
receive returns of all taxable properchurch under the an- Methodbst
the
able and satisfactory hot beverage, the
ty. Those falling td do so within
pice of tbe Bpworth league. Mem
me
and I have need It ever since.
specified ''me will be assessed by
of the league are looking forward
com"The effect on my health has been bers
"Did you ever My that two artUta
according to Section 4035 of the
t with kem anticipation.
to
the'
OmpltmlPml4 In
of had worked on your wife's portrait r most salutary. Tbe heart palpitation
piled laws of 1897. and a penalty
so
to
much,
suffer
used
"Yes, a portrait artist did her face from which I
25 tier cent Mil be imposed on those
$100,000.00
Don Margarito Ilomero report tlmt
and figure, and a landscape painter particularly after breaktaat, baa dbv
who fail to make returns.
110 feet In tbe tunnel en the Kb
at
hat""
her
return
a
appeared and I never have
JOHN H. YORK, Assessor
t
apr 30
vein of
Porvenir mine, a
of it except when I dine or lunch
encounter
been
ha
ore
copper
good
old
away from home and drink the
kind of coffe because Postum 1 not ed.
served. I find that Powtum cheers
A
Finch Golden Wedding Rye,
and Invigorate while it produces no
wood. Mreot from dlslfllar
in
tbe
harmful stimulation. Name given by
to yon. At the UM,y, of course.
Postum Co., Battle Creek, Mlcb.
days' trial prove an eye open
Waist'.Sets and Collar Pins erTen
Oray fox rug muff. Return
Cloisonne Enamel
to many.
to Mr. If. c: Coor and receive
Read the Mule book, "The Road to

I

Safeguard Your Food
by Always Using

MISS ANNE GEORGE, OF EL
PASO,
JOINS THE NORMAL UNIVERSITY FACULTY

taurant man,

.

Just

ROBERTS'

PERSONALS

t

,

r.lado from Pure Grapo
Cream of Tartar

Its purity, wholesomeness and
superior leavening qualities
are never questioned.
NO alum-- no

LIME PHOSPHATE
Alam Is a powerful astringent with
very
decided Irritant qualities, owing to which, when
taken Internally In sufficient quantity. It is emetic
and purgative, and may soon cause fatal gastro-

intestinal inflammation."!. 5. DUptntOmy, p. tu.
"The use of alum and salts of alumina In food
Should be
prohibited."

Prof. Wood, Harvard Vow.

Notice that all advertisements

of the cheap baking
conceal the presence powders
of alum g

St1.

Therefore read the label.
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Ever
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The S. G. Club, which la composed
of a number of young girls. Is growing
into a successful organization. It has
had nine meetings, all Interesting and
enjoyable. The member of tbe club
are Helen Nelson, I!ul4i Low,
aorsi Aokornun, ImUm Moy, nU La
Violet Leonard.
Vegans Entertained
During Vlelt to Raton
Mr. and Mr. John Joarn Aud Mr.
All
win iwtd to Hie Duncan
opora, housa Monday, April 17 to see and Mr. W. 10. Oortner, who are In
On In lilood aw "Christopher
Colt, Itaton during the spring term of the
Jr.," Mr. Art li Trumbull a "Nellie diet riot oourt for Colfax county, haro
Colt," Lawrence Clark a "Christopher recently been guest at aeveral amart
Colt,
r" and Iloltin Cunningham, soolal function In thJtudgoOatand City.
Mr,
Thmraday evening
who for that night aume the ohar
Mttr of "Mrs, Colt, r," VVa will iell (tlarenoa J, Ilobert. entertained the
ou Monday of other cbaraoler ill following pei'Mina at dinner) Mr, and
Mrs, HI, 0, Orampton, Mr, and Mr,
i hi
comedy,
W, IU, Oortner, Mr, and Mr. John
nd
Ifl, H, Btudley
Tuesday ovenlng tlio iOlk will Imvo J.mrn and Mesur,
u nut enjoy&blu Umo, Tba nowly II, JO, lltuwley,
will b
Mr, Oaorga J, Pane entertained at
i,otd orfloer of the lodH9
a
which
pleasant, party Tieday afUviiwm,
after
with
InsialM
Moloiunlly
a baiifjiifat will b smvwl, (Jovetnor given In honor of Mrs, Jidm Joern
Jilva
Vegw, ay the llanga,
Wtlliain J, Mill, a iiimnber of Jha of I
a
for
at
wera
hrldga
oiwuipled
will soveral table
hrtuo, will be reit)iit,
the
wliluli
ho.
afler
at,
HMSulon
Hard,
olber i proinlnunt lfllbn, The luinqiiHt
HlMlleil tlliee iellllfilf
will lie the first big Jolly affair im1r
hell io Ih uiwirt of honor
litdlna-HocifMilield
but
the now admlnlftir&llon
a hell with a ieiitl'
euest
a
a
pilnte,
wmurfhliii!
be
will
are that l)ir
Owlruda MnB1emn
Ml
In
ful ImoMa
doing during the enllra yeai',
for iMiNHeouIng the lilghent mwa, and
a Imnd jittlnled bliU io Mr, Jlarliwll
Dull Wk BocUlly
Mr, W.
'(md lilslieiit
for
To Mark Lnt' Closing
was
I
present
of
doVeKH,
(Joiner
Tliero will
alisolulely iiollilng
'J'lia iilea.
town
euat.
rmtof
a
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next
weak,
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In
mnMy
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ant aftwnoon was brought l' n l"
Jfivwi those who hava not kept
Jliww
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Frank Revell,

falling off in basinesa and the theater
crowds will not be as large as usual.
Parties and dances will be scarce.
Society will be devoting Itself to religion and a preparation for the coming
Easter. Many of the women and
girls, however, who have given up
worldy amusement will be enjoying
themselves thoroughly by frequent
trip to the dreoamaker and tbe milliner. In preipBr.tlon tor tbe big dreaa
parade to churoh on Kaeter morning.
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RESTAURANT AND CAFE

THE LOBBY

LAS VEGAS

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

THE

BEST GOODS

HANDLED

OBTAINABLE . ALWAYS

Tr HIS

VICINITY has a climate of unsurpassed healthfulness witout extremes of heat or cold, having nearly 300 days of
sunshine in the year.
The water supply is abundant and pure, furnished by mountain
streams or from 'wells of not great depth.
The annual rainfall amour's to nearly 19 inches, average, occur
ring principally in July and Au?ust.
The soil is highly fertile anl easy of working, being generally
sandy loam especially retentive of moisture.
Lands here are lower in price than we know of anywhere else
where conditions are equally good.
Crops are principally alfalfa, oats, wheat, potatoes, corn and forage. Sugar beets promise to be profitable.
"Dry Farming," practiced scientifically, is proving to be successful
here, a large area being under cultivation.
An irrigation system to cover many thousand arces surrounding
the city is now being constructed.
Mining developments in the adjacent mountains are showing up
very promising values. Building stone of superior quality is quarried
hearby.
The Pecos National Forest, which Is near, affords excellent grazing for large numbers of cattle and horses at a nominal cost. Stock
raising is a profitable business.
A great natural pleasure ground abounds in this National Forest,
with its grand scenery, its trout streams and big game.
Beautiful mountain resorts within easy access of the city are open
all the year for health or pleasure seekers.

her

COLUMN
TRAINING TRIP
TROUBLES ARE
Optic's Number, Main
ATEO FSR CLASSIFIED

2.
ADVER-

NOT NEW

TISEMENTS
Fv cents per line each Insertion THE GIANTS AND CUBS HAVE
Estimate tlx ordinary words to a line.
FOUND THE GOING STORMY
No ad to occupy lets space than two
AT TIMES
lines. All advertisements charged will
be booked at space actually set, with
If all the, major league clubs carried
eut regard to number of words. Cash
In advance preferred. Phone Main 2. chips on their shoulders, so to speak,
as do the New York Giants and the
a
Chicago Cubs, It would be only
matter of time until all the minor
league cities in the path of the spring
Make supporters, $12 per trainers would be closed to tbe big
LADIES
hundred; no canvassing; material leaguers. The Giants have been havfurnished. Stamped envelope for ing their troubles in the south, mostly
particulars. Wabash Supply Co., Atlanta. Steinfeldt, third baseman
of the Cubs, had to duck Mobile or
Dept., P., 389, Chicago.
some other southern league town sevWANTED, Position by experienced eral years ago on account of a tangle
chamber maid. Address F. M., Optic. with an umpire in which the umpire's
facial expression was changed con
siderably by "Steiny's" fists. The
trouble the Cubs had In Columbus one
spring caused them to be barred from
ULACK
EGGS From future exhibitions in the A. A. city.
"lort a and Missouri birds, Pen No. 1,
The trouble the Giants had In Atu,tt M'on the silver cup, is headed lanta recently has led McCraw to deby 1U9 cockerel that won sweep-siah.e- e clare that Atlanta never more will be
(over all breeds) in our De- in the path of New York's tpring trip.
cember show, with five large pul- And Atlanta is said to be loudly replylets and four hens, eggs $2 for 15. ing that the Giants never can light
Pen No. 2 A farmers', or utility there again. The trouble is said to
pen, not as large birds, nor as well have been due to the remarks of a
bred points, eggs $1 for 15. The noisy bug.
Brldwell, a most mild
black Langshangs are a large, hardy mannered young man, attempted to
bird, the best of winter layers. Call whip the bug, and other Giants of
and see them. Z. W. Montague, 717 fame are said to have Joined in the
Eigthth street. East Las Vegas, fisticuffs. The umpire also was in
New Mexico.
the going. The papers the next morn
ing spoke of patrol wagon rides for
FOR SALE Good 6 room house In a famous athletes if the thing happened
good' location on the hill, has lawn. again. The game the next afternoon
garden and barn. A bargain if taken was witnessed by half the police force.
at once. Phone Main 146. L. O. Out to see the game, of course. The
Giants were quite tame.
Calhoun,-60- 8
Douglas avenue.
Manager Chance of the Cubs is said
FOR SALE Legal blanks of all de- to have cut out Atlanta. The reason
scriptions. Notary seals and rec- assigned to this is that the Cubs
the
weren't appreciated. Perhaps
ords at The Optic ofCce.
because
offense
took
leader
peerless
FOR SALE A bargain, Edison phono- the Atlanta rooters yelled for their
and
graph iu first claS3 condition. Hand- home team instead of bowing
of
demons
to
the
and
mighty
scraping
some large horn and many records.
world championship fame.
72:; Main Btreet.
Last Spring Manager Chance of the
club became riled, turned a
Chicago
Rock
FOR SALE Buff Plymouth
with Friers Senators Into a
game
100.
$14.00
Money
per
chicka,
baby
must accompany order. Mrs. Mag- farce by switching his athletes into
never had played. Col
gie E. Stevens, Humboldt, Kan., R 2. positions they
umbus management refused to give
the Cubs their share of the sate
receipts until the Chicago club went

,

Wanted

For Sale

LANG-SHAN-

to the national commission, which ordered the money paid and worded a
rebuke to major league clubs that try
to be funny in minor league cities.
Probably Chance would not take his
team back to Columbus, but one thing
la sure, so long as the Senators are
under the present ownership the Chicago Cubs never can play In Columbus.
Bad umpiring probably has been the
root of much of the trouble the major
leaguers have had in the southern
cities. The umpiring usually is done
by home talent and, of course, this
home talent is sad compared with the
brand of umpiring the major leaguers
are accustomed to. Also said home
talent umpires probably favor the
home teams at every opportunity. The
major swells the majority of them
do not take into consideration the fact
that these umpires ara not the regular
league arbiters and do not profess
to be competent umpires. The work
of the umpire in many a spring game
in the south probably is very crude,
enough to arouse the anger of the
major leaguers were there anything
at stake. But major league clubs are
supposed to be playing those games
One vicfor conditioning purposes.
tory in a league race would be worth
more than a cleanup on the training
trip. One would think that the major
leaguers would realize this before
baiting the home talent umpires.
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BASEBALL

NOTES

Jimmy Collins will again play third
base for Providence, and also man
age the team.
the
former
Pastorius,
Jimmy
Brooklyn pitcher, has signed with
Dan Shay's Kansas City team.
Catcher Lou, Criger, recently released by the Highlanders, will quit
the trame and retire to bis farm In
'

Clarke of the Pirates has
picked Camnitz, White and Leifleld to

be his leading twirlers this season.
One more old boy has passed from
under the big top. The Cubs have released 'Ginger" lieaumont to the St.
Paul club.
Walter Ford, a brother of "Rubs'
Ford, the New York star, has signed
to manage the Anniston team in the
Southeastern league.
Fred Beck, the former Dove, now
with Cincinnati, has his eye on the
ball this spring, and is cracking out
the safe ones.
Wade Killifer refuses to join the
Minneapolis team and says that he
prefers to stay in Paw Paw, Mich. Is
Minneapolis so bad as that?
After twenty-twyears in the game
FOR. RENT Farm, 3 miles south El
ONLY ONE
Jim Connor has retired from base
Porvenir ranch; 1,200 acres under
Jim was one of
ball. In
fence; pasture for 100 head of cat
The Record In East Las Vegas Is a the stars with the Chicago Nationals.
tle summer and winter; 60 acres of
Pitcher Frank Smith and Third
Unique One
broken land for farming; sure crops
Purtell have trained in Cali
Baseman
sun.
Romero
or
rain
every year
or
"bad
back"
a
has
reader
four
the
fornia
It
years in succession, three
Mercantile Co.
any kidney ill and is looking for relief times with Chicago and this year
and cure, better depend on the only with Boston.
of
bunch
With a large
remedy endorsed by peopleyou know.
Doan's Kidney Pills relieve quickly
leaguers on his team, Joe Kelly fig
PERSONAL
about
cure permanently. East Las Vegas ures that Toronto will just
SECRETS FOR WOMEN Send 2c citizens testify to this. Here is a make a grand cleaning in the Eastern League this season.
stamp for catalog of Special Rub case of it:
ber Goods Remedies and Toilet
Good news for the American League
H. H. Closeon, 408 Grand avenue,
Necessities. Fairbank Supply House East Las Vegas, N. M
The Athletics are doing
pitchers:
says:' "I
Dept., 389 M., 60 Wabash Avo., take Just as much pleasure in recom poor work with the stick this season. Baker has been able to make
Ch'cago, EL
mending Doan's Kidney Pills today as
seven home runs in four suconly
statement
I did when I gave a public
In cases of rheumatism relief from
cessive
games.
in their favor in January 1907. About
Members of the White Sox squad
pain makes sleep and rest possible. a
I
take
to
had
occasion
year
ago
This may be obtained by applying
say that Catcher Drucke of the OklaChamberlain's Liniment. For sale by Doan's Kidney Pills, there being
homa City team, has the real tickets
all druggists.
soreness across my kidneys 'and trou
and is on his way to the big show.
ble from the kidney secretions. This
Drucke is a brother of the Giants'
remedy relieved me as promptly as pitcher.
before, Years ago I began to suffer
from pains in my back, and I attrt
buted the trouble to an injury. If
worked hard or brought any strain on
WITH THE F.GHTERS
BKORAVBRJ-PRINTBR- J
my loins, my back pained me severely
and the least cold I caught settled in
4
my kidneys, making my back so lame
Gus Ruhlin has been
appointed
and painful that I was hardly able to
physical director of the Princess A,
get about. I tried plasters and
C. of New York.
but my efforts for relief were
Jack Dillon has signed to box Tony
unavailing until I commenced taking Caponl in Winnipeg the latter part
Doan's Kidney Pills, procured from of the month.
the Center Block Pharmacy. They
Eddie McGoorty, the Oshkosh mid
proved effective from the first and dleweight, now in England, has not
lived up to every claim made for been able so far to induce Jim Sul
them."
livan, the English champion, to meet
PILLS For sale by all dealers. Price 60 him.
CHICHESTER BRAND,
Buffalo
auk your u
Co.,
cents. Foster-Mllbur- n
Ad Wolgast will be kept pretty
hU'hc-tr,- s
Ulan
United busy during the next three months.
1'illa la Ked na Void sieulUcW
for
the
sole
New
agents
York,
boxes, leelerf with Mil
Ribbon. V
1 mum
Ibep. Kur r vi
States
The champion has agreed to matches
Askfnr lll.
winin.
DIAMOND ltKAM FILLS, for 5
Remember the name Doan's and with "One Round" Hogan, Frankie
ynn knows v Best, sfest. Always RelUhl
Burns and Owen Moran.
take no other.
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

For Rent
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Miscellaneous

CHAPMAN

NO.. 2, A. F. &

A. M.

,

Reg-Qiul-

LAS
VEGAS
CHAPTER
ROYAL ARCH MASONS

NO.

3,

Regular
convocation first Monday
in each month at Masonic Temple, at 7:30 p.
m. M. R. Williams, H.
P.; Chas, H- - Sporleder,

Estray Advertisement

Estray Advertisement

Notice Is hereby given to whom it
Notice is hereby given to whom ll
may concern Uiat the following de may concern that the following
estray animal was taken up by
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Thomas Warrick, Las Vegas, N. M.
Isaacks, Las Cruces, N. M.
One gray mare about

DIRECTORY

RED MEN Meet in, Fraternal Brotherhood hall every second and fourth
Regular comThursday, sleep at the eighth run.
munication first and
Visiting brothers always welcome
third Thursday in each
to the wigwam.
E. E. Gehrlng,
month. Visiting broth,
Sachem; Waite H. Davis, chief of
era cordially invited.
records and co'lector of Wampum- William H. Stapp, W. M.; Chas. H.
Sporleder, Secretary.
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
I. O- - B. B. Meets every first TuesLAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
of the month In tbe vestry
day
s KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
rooms
of Temple Montefiore at 8
conclave second Tues- o'clock
p. ra. Visiting brothers are
day In each month at MaIsaac Appel,
invited.
cordially
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. C.
Charles
President;
Greenclay,
S. C; Chas. Tamme, Recorder.
LODGE

secretary.

12

EL

y
building. Visiting members are
invited. W. R. Tipton, G. K.;
E. P. Mackel, F. S.
cor-dlall-

I. O. O. F., LAS VEGAS

OF

NO
LODGE
1,
PYTHIAS
Meets

To-wi- t:

about

t:

every Monday evening in Castle
hall. All Visiting
Knights are corLAS VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MODdially invited. G.
ERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
A. Fleming, KeepMeets the second and fourth Tueser of Records and
days of each month In the W. O.
Seal.
W. hall,, at 8 p. m.
Christopher
Clay, Worthy Advisor; Geo. Laem-miBALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
Clerk. Visiting neighbors are
UNION OF AMERICA
Meets
first
cordially Invited.
and third Wednesday of each
DENTISTS.
month at Fraternal Brotherhood
hall. A. E. Hay ward, F. M.; W. A.
F. R. LORD
Givens, Secretary.
Visiting members cordially invited.
DENTIST
B. P. O. ELKS Meets Becond and
Office Pioneer Building
fourth- - Tuesday evening of each
Rooms 3 and 4
month at O. R. C. hall., Visiting
:
Phone Main 57
Brothers are cordially invited- J. Office ...
Phone 418
K. Martin, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Residence
Condon, Secretary.

6

-

To-wi- t:

cor-dlall-

-

v

,

To-wi- t:

Continuous Advertising
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LODGE NO.

Meets every Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street 'All visiting brethren cordially Invited to attend. Sig Nahm, N. G.; CarlWertz,
V. G.; T. M. Elwood, Sec; W. E.
Crltes, treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock,
cemetery trustee.
1.

DORADO

KNIGHTS

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
NO. 804 Meets second and fourth
Thursday In O. R. C. hall, Pioneer

Oue red and white steer
years old, weight about 800 years old.
Branded
pounds.
On left shoulder
Branded
On left hip
On left ribs
Branded
Said animal being unknown U. this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Said animal being unknown to this
before April 23, '11, said date being 10 Board, unless claimed by owner on or
days after last appearance of this ad before April 24, 1911, said date being 10
vertisement, said estray will be sold days after last appearance of this
by this Bflard for the benefit of the
said estray will be sold
owner when found.
by this Board for the benefit of the
BOARD.
CATTLE SANITARY
owner when found.
Albufiuerque, N. M.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
'11
First pub. April 5, last pub. April 15,
Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. April 4, last pub.Aprll 14, '11
Estray Advertisement
Safe Medicine for Children
Notice is hereby given to whom it
. Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up bv is a safe and effective medicine for
children as it does not contain opiates
Dan Cassidy, Jr., Cleveland, N. M.
or harmful drugs. The geniuen Foley's Honey and Tar Compound Is in
cow
One
a yellow package. O. G. Schaefer and
Branded
rjSJ Red Cross Drug Co.
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
On left hip
M
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD, NO.
Said animal being unknown to this
Many a man collects his thoughts
DENTIST
102 Meets every Friday night at
Board, unless claimed by owner on or from other people.
their hall in the Schmidt building,
before April 21 '11, said date being 10
4,
Suite
Crockett
Building. Has phones
west of Fountain Square, at eight
days after last appearance of this adoffice
and
residence.
at
LOCAL
CARD
y
TIME
are
members
o'clock. Visiting
vertisement, a said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
welcome. W. C. Dennis, presiowner when found.
ATTORNEYS
dent; Frank Re veil, Secretary.
WEST BOUND
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Arrive
M.
N.
Albuquerque,
first? and third Tues- Geo. H- Hunker'
Chester A. Hunker
First pub Mar. 31, last pub. Apr. 11, '11 No. 1
1:60 P. M F. O. E. Meets
month, at Fraeach
evenings
day
No 3
6:15 A. M
HUNKER & HUNKER
ternal Brotherhood hall. Visiting
No. 7
5:15 P. M
B.
Invited.
are
Brothers
cordially
6:35 P. M
No. 9
Estray Advertisement
Attorneys at Law
F. Mcpuire, President; E. C. Ward,
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Depart
New Mexico
Las Vegas
Secretary.
may concern that the following de N'o. 1
2:10 P. M.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
3
M.
6:20 A.
No.
Albert Sanders, Orange, Ni M.
5:40 P. M
One sorrel mare 12 or 14 No. 7
7:00 P. M
hands high, No.
years old about 13
white spot in forehead.
EAST BOUND
Branded
JH
Arrive
WHAT makes your name familiar and
On left shoulder.
IS identifies
2
9:10 P. M
Said animal being unknown to this No.
it with your business. Continuous-nev- er
11:10 P. M.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or No. 4
'
turning your back to give the other
1:16 A. M
before April 2i '11, said date being 10 No. 8
fellow a chance when you are not looking.
1:45 P. M.
days after last appearance of this ad- No 10
vertisement, said estray will be sold
I If you advertise occasionally, somebody else
Depart
by this Board for the benefit of the No- - 2
9:16 P. Jl
may share in the benefit of your expenditure
owner when found.
M.
P.
4
.11:20
No.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
by chancing to be in when you are out.
1:25 A. M.
No. 8
Albuquerque. N. M.
2:10 P. M.
First pub. Mar. 31. last pub. Apr. 11, '11 No. 1
To-wi-
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PALM SUNDAY IS

Choir Loft

BEGINNING OF
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CONGRESS AND

FADS AND
FASHIONS.

MEXICAN WAR

New York, April 8. The Easter more conspicuous than beautiful or
in the fashionable shops are becoming.
displays
CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE
thousands of women and
Speaking of the latest innovations
attracting
CONCEPTION
Adrian
Raheyrolle,
are dressmakers from all in fashions a prominent designer of COMING
them
among
IN
LAS
pastor.
ii!KK6.!,blVE SERVICES
WEEK ALSO WILL WITparts of the country, who have come women's apparel in Paris said the
First mass at 7 a. m.; second mass
VEGAS
CHURCHES TOMOR
NESS
ANNIVERSARIES OF
to New York to make a careful study other day, that Paris women are tryt 10 a. m. Sunday school In English
ROW EASTER A WEEK OFF
CIVIL WAR EVENTS
summer
of
as
progand
to
styles,
themselves
spring
ing
that
persuade
and Spanish at 3 p. m. In
they
Spanish at
nosticated In the latest models. The are weary of the Grecian empire mode
1:30 p. m. Rosary and benediction
Palm Sunday, which commemorates displays are well worth seeing and and that they would
Washington, April 8. The proceedchange it at the
of the blessed sacrament at 7:30
p. the triumphant entry of Christ Into are not only pleasing to the eye but first favorable
m.
opportunity. There is ings of congress and the situation in
Jerusalem prior to his passion and highly Instructive.
undoubtedly truth in what he said, Mexico promises to continue as .the
CathechUm for English
speaking
Not in many years have good laces because every woman in Paris loves leading subjects for news despatches
children on Tuesday 4 p. m. and on his resurrection, will be solemnly ob- been used so freely as they are this novelty and delights above all In and editorial comment To these will
tsamraay 10 , m.; for Spanish sneak, served in the churches of the city season and never
within
memory changing the style of her gowns. At be added numerous other events and
tog children on Thursday 4 p. m., and tomorrow. The
following
of the dif- the same time she understands better happenings of more or less public InSunday
lace
have
the
departments
on Saturday at 9 a, m.
will be Easter Sunday, which com' ferent fashion shops made so superb than most women the kind of garment terest and importance.
memorates
the glorious rising of a showing of real laces, old and new, which is most becoming to her. For
The ensuing seven days will mark
CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF
filet that reason it is quite possible that the anniversaries of
Christ
from the grave,' which event and of Una Imitations. The
Rev. Paul Gilberton, pastor.
many memorable
First mass at 6:30 a. m., third Sun- forms the most important belief of meshes are particularly popular and the Parlsiennes will not be too eager events connected with the civil war.
stunning designs are offered in the to make a change from the present Sunday will be the forty-sixtanniday excepted. Second mass 8:30, the Christian religion.
hand darned filets, some of them style, which is so extremely becoming versary of that memorable
sermon in English, hymns rendered
Sunday
In the Catholic churches on Sun priced at figures prohibitive for the to a
In 1SC5, when the great conflict was
large majority of them.
by the children under the direction
to petticoats are brought to a close by Lee's surrender
flounces
day the chief ceremony will be the average shopper, but others less elabAdjustable
ofthe Sisters of Loretto. Third mas
orate quite moderate In iprlce, as not entirely new, but until recently it at
Appomattox. The anniversaries oi
at 10:30 a. m., sermon in Spanish. blessing of the palms, which are then
laces go.
has not been, easy to buy ready made President Lincoln's first call for volFrom 3 to 4 Sunday school. At 4 distributed among the members of
Venetian lace is as much a favorite these convenient
transformations. unteers in 1861 and of the presiBenediction of the Blessed Sacra the congregations ami the priests and as ever and so is Irish, while Mechone can indulge In a dent's assassination four years later
ment At the New Mexico Hospital peuple joiii in procession about the lin, Alencon, Chantilly and all the Now, however,
close fitting jersey top, which will will also fall during the week. Most
for the Insane mass every ' fourth churches. The
passion of Christ fine laces are equally popular for their outwear a half dozen flounces, and widely observed of all, however, will
Sunday by the pastor.
as narrated in the Gospels is also appropriate purposes. A creamy or with it several ruffles to button on. be the fiftieth
next
anniversary,
chanted by the priests and the choirs. yellowed tone suggesting the mellow One of these flounces can be of soft Wednesday of the firing on Fort Sumlaces is preferred satin, finely knifeplaited and edged ter, which marked the
METHODIST EPISCOPAL the sinking: beine weird and plaintive tint of the old
beginning of
new
CHURCH
even
in
Cor. Eighth street and Na- - The
lace and one sees with a ruche; another more service the war.
the
will
of
take
the palms
blessing
Clonal avenue, m. C. Anderson, pastor, place in the Immaculate
Colonel
Theodore
Conception much less of the pure white Irish and able of moireen, tucked and with a
Roosevelt i
bunday school at 9:45. Junior church next Sunday morning at 10 other white laces than in former narrow plaiting at the bottom; a third scheduled to leave Spokane Monday
years. The same is true of the ba- of changeable silk. These flounces on his way east. After
League at 2:30 p. m.; Epworth League o'clock.
making sevat 6:30; evening preaching service a: Palm Sunday ushers in Holy Week, tiste and linen embroideries, and the are finished with a buttonholed band, eral brief stops on the way he will
7:30,
which is celebrated in churches of all softened tone is indefinitely more be while buttons to correspond are placed arrive in Chicago Saturday and In
It harmon on the petticoat. In this way it is New York the next
A cordial Invitation Is extended to denominations, the week closing with coming than the whiteday.
all who have no other place of woi the celebration of Easter on Sunday. izes more delightfully with everything easy to use up remnants of dress
The attention of the politicians will
ship to attend divine services at this In the Roman Catholic and Protest- save pure white lingerie materials, linings and have a petticoat to match be centered largely In the Jefferson
church.
ant Epsicopal churches the observ- and since the big lace collars, fichus each gown. Such a petticoat is con- birthday banquet to be given in Indiance of Holy Week is perhaps the etc., which are prominent this sea venient for the traveler, as the floun- anapolis Thursday night under the
son, are to be used on all kinds of ces fold into a much smaller space
auspices of the National Democratic
BAPTIST CHURCH. Corner Main most marked. The singing or chantthe yellowish lace is em than the same number of skirts.
material,
in
is
tenebrae
of
the
customary
ing
League of Clubs. The affair is lookavenue and Sixth street.
on Wednesday. inently desirable.
Ties of narrow velvet, edged with ed upon as the real beginning of the
Sunday school 9:45 a. m.; morning the Catholic churches
It is by no means an unusual thing tiny satin flowers continue In favor. democratic
Good Friday.
and
presidential campaign of
service 11:00 a. m.; B. Y. P. U., 6:30 Holy Thursday
St. to find four or five kinds of lace in One to be worn with a lingerie blouse 1912. The scheduled speakers Include
in
featured
will
also
be
Services
p. m.; evening service, 7:30 p. m.
troduced upon one of the Imported
e
of an
strip crochet-I- t William Jennings Bryan, Governor
The public is cordially invited to Paul's Memorial Episcopal church and French models, and admirable results is made
as
crosses
well
as
in front Woodrow Wilson of New ' Jersey,
the
rounds
Methodist
the
church,
neck,
any or all 'services.
several other churches of various de are obtained in this way, while the and falls to the bust in round ends. Governor Judson Harmon of Ohio and
combination of a very bold, heavy The crossing is held by a bunch of Governor Thomas R. Marshall of IndiST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH nominations, whose pastors have not lace, such as
filet, Venetian or Irish, pink satin roses and green leaves, ana.
for
their
as
announced
program
yet
National avenue and Eighth street.
with a fine lace is almost inevitable while a wreath outlines each end.
On the same night a similar cele
week.
the
Rev. J. S. Moore, pasfco..
A jabot is made of plaited white bration is to take place at the New
is more of a day whenever lace enters Into a frock ot
Holy
Thursday
next
before Easter, Palm
Sunday
hem at Willard Hotel In Washington under
of sacred rejoicing than of sorrow coat. Beautiful unlined coats of lace, net finished with quarter-IncSunday, April 9, 1911. Holy Commu in the
of the churches of the long clinging and exceedingly grace- the side and an Inch hem at the bot- the auspices of the College Men's
ritual
nlon 7:30; Sunday school 9:45; morn
band of pink Democratic League- - Speaker Champ
Catholic and Episcopal denominations, ful of line, are shown by almost tom, with a half-IncSer as on that
in many the Em- mull or other mercerized material on Clark will deliver
ing prayer and sermon 11:00.
the principal adday is commemorated the every importer and
vices during Holy Week, Tuesday,
or the Lord a Supper or pire idea is recognized by some short which are worked white dots in satin dress of the evening. The other noted
Institution
ComI
Wednesday and Thursday: Holy
effect- - worked stitch.
i bolerolike or deep yoke
the Holy Eucharist'.
speakers will include Thomas Nel
munion 10:30; Evening: player and
the Bolt
will I olt 1" heavy lace, while
In
the
churches
there
Catholic
A smart tie to wear with turned- - son Page and Warren Jefferson Davis,
4:15; Friday, Good Friday,
are
below
of
line
lace, through down linen collar la made of a narrow president of the league.'
be on Holy Thursday solemn mass In lengths
7: 30; morning prayer and
On Monday and Tuesday the Massa
the morning, at the close of which which the ouniue ol the clinging Insertion of Trlsh crochet tied in a
sormon 10:80. the blessed sacrament Is carried In irock show vaguely.
double stilt Bow with strapped kno.t chusetts Institute of Technology will
This church is open daily, for priCoals of the same general character and two ends falling well below the celebrate the
of the
procession from the main altar to a
vate prayer and meditation.
side altar, where the sacred species in embroidered chlilon or tulle are bust line, where they are finished in granting of its charter by holding
sessions of a congress of Technology.
are kept until the following morning, numerous and are, like the lace coats, fringe or crocheted pendants.
CHURCH
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Another fashion is to wear a col The celebration will be followed on
when they are used at the service otten an integral part of a costume,
J. Wilburn Rose, Pastor. Services peculiar to Good Friday. Holy Com- being worn rather as a tunic, than lar and Jabot of dotted net or the Wednesday by the annual meeting of
held in A. O. U. W. hall, on Eighth munion is received, and at night the as a coat over a simple short waisted heavy meshed ecrue net bound on the the National Association of Cotton
frock of beautiful lines. The coats edges with material of the frock.
Manufacturers.
street, between Douglas and Lincoln. tenebrae is sung. ,
of one kind and another are reaijy
n
FAIRBANKS.
Dr. D. K. Pearson, the Chicago
FLORENCE
10
a.
preach-im.;
service,
Episcopal
the
Protestant
In
Teaching
the
philanthropist, has announced hlB in
11 a. m. Junior Christian Endeavor churches Maundy Thursday, as it is fascinating this spring. They run
most
tention to celebrate his ninety-firs- t
holy gamut trom fhe shortest and
3 p. m. Y. P. S. of C. E. 6:30 p. m. called, will be celebrated by
JUST HALF IN BED
full
to
the
boleros
of
whimiscal
birthday anniversary Friday by the
Preaching 7:30 p. m. Special music. communion and prayer services in the
Clyde, Ky. Mrs. I. A. Decker, writes distribution of $300,000 to schools and
is extra
there
and
rediugote
length
and
addresses
invited.
v
The public cordially
morning, evening
I recommend uaraui,
from Cyde:
will
This
nrenaration for the Easter ordinary variety in their lines.
Holpmn
to any woman in religious organizations.
woman's
tonic,
the
all
of
recent
are
fashioned
coats
distributions
of
make
total
These
his
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH. communion.
t
and worn for all need of a remedy. For five years,
years nearly $5,000,000, most of which
With the dawn of Good Friday, the sorts of materials
Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor. Douglas
Half
work.
own
to
do
unable
my
was
small
of the
occasions.
of
sorts
has been given to small colleges.
Many
cruel
the
commemorates
I
avenue and Tenth street
day which
cases are
"tap-line- "
coats have an air distinctly youthful, my time was spent in bed. At last
The
the
on
of
Christ
and
death
flxlon
11
The
o'clock.
Morning worship at
col tried Cardul. Now I am well and hap set for oral argument before the Inand
low
necks
to
the
due
largely
sorrow
Hon. Eugene W. Chafin of Chicago cross, a feeling of gloom and
do my own work." Don't terstate Commerce Commission In
Catholic lars, but there are plenty of modelb py, and can
will speak at this service, giving his pervades the church. The
a suffer pain, headache, and other wo- Washington Wednesday.
The cases
houses
best
showing
from
the
Two churches are draped in black crepe,
"The
celebrated
lecture,
and high collar and which are manly miseries, when your own drug- are regarded as of much importance
guimpe
view
from
shrouded
are
statues
are gist has on his shelf a remedy for in railroad shipping circles as the isPlagues." People who think will find the
which has hung rieveloned alons the lines that
this lecture of great interest in its and the crucifix
ef such troubles Cardul. Get a bottle sues involved include the question of
in
too
youthful
is taken down from chic without being
problems. Ev- - draped in black
in for your shelf. As a general tonic, for rebates and also the question of what
bearing on present-da- y
chillon
of
fect.
The
plain
to
guimpe
and given
ttrvhodv welcomed. Bible study and the altar and uncovered
is frequently weak women, nothing has been found constitutes a common carrier.
or
color
flesh
white
At
nisht
adoration.
the people for
or line for 50 vears that would take its place.
Sunday school session at 9:45 a. m. th tenebrae
For baseball enthusiasts Wednesis sung, during which used and the plain fine net
7
m.
at
p.
society
liked. Occasion
Young People's
is
net
day of the
day
wjll be the
greatly
ex
fancy
are
gradually
the draped candles
The church extends a most hearty
one sees a heavy lace guimpe iu A Reliable Medicine Not a Narcotic whole year, for on that day the sixally
the
to
departure
signify
Strangers tinguished
invitation to all people.
teen clubs of the National and Amerone by one, of the apostles from the a model coming trom a prominent
Foley Kidney Pills contain in conand sojourners in the city especially
of plain sheer centrated form Ingredients of estab- ican leagues will line up for the ina
house
and
an
guimpe
after
until
finally
dying Savior,
value for the relief itial contests in the 1911 pennant
welcomed.
imnressive silence a loud noise is chillon with a line or two of colored lished therapeutic
at and cure of all kidney and bladder races. The week will also see the
made to signify the earthquake and stitching holding the narrow hem
Foley Kidney Pills are an- opening of the championship season
SCIENCE
SOCIETY,
and perhaps re ailments. tonic
CHRISTIAN
and restorative. Regeneral earthly disturbances thatae the high collar top,
tiseptic,
morncolRegular services every Sunday
the death of Christ on the peated around the bottom of the
fuse substitutes. O. G. Schaefer and In many of the minor baseball
companied
evening at 11 o'clock and Wednesday
lar, is used for some unusually prettj Red Cross Drug Co.
cross.
models in voile, chiffon, foulFrench
the
in
ing at 8 o'clock in O. R. C. hall,
conducted
also
are
Services
Pioneer building. All are welcome.
Catholic church on Good Friday af ard, etc.
done
thA French makers have
ternoon and consist of stations of
with scarfs and
the cross and of the devotion known wonderful things
as the three hours' agony, commemo sashes and girdles, and wonderful
I
rating the three hours' agony endured things too with skirt drapery, many
i
models in very soft
by, Christ as he hung, dying for the of the loveliest
sins of mankind, upon the holy materials having intricate and grace
instead of the
ful skirt
roaddrapery
In St. Paul's Memorial Episcopal straight Empire lines or the straight
church there will be special services fcinmle tunic or fettered lines which
have been so generally exploited duron Good Friday morning.
Holy Saturday is observed in the ing the winter. There are still plenty
Sunny Monday laundry Catholic
churches, and at the high of the latter, though the fetter or
it con- mass celebraed
soap is economical
in the morning th hobble idea in its entirety has passed,
tains no rosin and does not church and the bells, which hav but the most beautiful of the skirt
waste away quickly. One bar been silent since Holy Thursday, ar? models are the draped ones. Naturally
lad hallelujahs are the worst failures too are in this
of Sunny Monday will go as rune aeain.
the resurrec field; for there is no other thing in
choir
the
sung
by
far as two bars of ordinary tion is proclaimed and
In the Gospel, i dressmaking which so positively de- yellow laundry soap. .
Easter proper, however, is observed mands artistic inspiration as does
No matter what laundry on Sunday by 'solemn high mass in drapery, and no bungling hand can
in this regard.
soap you have been using, the morning and solemn vespers in triumph
The plain clinging skirt, opened at
the
the
lessen
evening.
will
Sunny Monday
In St. Paul's Memorial Episcopal sides or front to show a petticoat of
labor of your wash day and church
Easter day Is observed by pantaloons, is still much used, but
double the life of your clothes. holy communion service In the morn many fashion authorities doubt that
It contains a marvelous
lng and choral evensong In the even- the pantaloon idea will ever become
rubbing.
generally popular with the women in
ing.
Week and Easter Sunday are this country. The effect of this style
Holy
company"
ThnTkTfairbank
great times in the Christian churches. of skirts is more bold than artistic,
limine
CHICAGO

HOLY WEEK
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HOLD BOARDS
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CAlIFORNIAnOSYRUPCO.
In tfie CIrcfe.

onevenjPacftae of tho Genuine.
DO NOT LET ANY DEALER
DECEIVE YOU
SYRUP OF F1C5 AND ELIXIR OF SENNA HAS GIVEN
m
coN'TAtKj, iix
UNIVERSAL SATISFACTION FOR MORE THAN THIRTY YEARS fCENT.AV
iiCAUA.t
PAST. AND ITS WONDERFUL SUCCESS HAS LED UN

H6r nil
tVt

SCRUPULOUS MANUFACTURERS OF IMITATIONS TO OFFER
INFERIOR PREPARATIONS UNDER SIMILAR NAMES AND
COSTING THE DEALER LESS, THEREFORE, WHEN BUYING,
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California Fig Syrup Co.
ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out the people to whom among all
MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper , want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and! furniture, articles of usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!
of those who

SSI

For the Special Trade
Brandies Whfckeys Wines
3

Star Hennessy

Brandy
Peach Brandy

17

Apple Brandy

Different Brands
of Bourbon and

Sauterners'

Virginia Dare
Claret
Deidesheimer
Laubenheimer
Niersteiner

Rye, so we have

Aprioot Brandy
5

G. H. Mumms'tfc Co.
Pommery
GreatWeste

Stars

your brand.

California Brandy

jmrsteiner

Imported Port and:Sherry also White Port Wine.

&rPE IBM
C.

BM

r. FARLEY, Prop.

nt'Mi.WIHIHiMllm

Winners

Optic Classified Ads.

-

WITH

j

SYRUP OF FIGS AND ELIXIR OF SENNA IS THE MOST PLEASANT. WHOLE.
SOME AND EFFECTIVE REMEDY FOR STOMACH TROUBLES, HEADACHES
AND BILIOUSNESS DUE TO CONSTIPATION, AND TO GET ITS BENEFICIAL
EFFECTS rr IS NECESSARY TO BUY THE ORIGINAL AND ONLY
GENUINE,
WHICH IS MANUFACTURED BY THE

d

red-lett-

sj

I

'v

...

,

.T.T.TV.

d

PRINTED STRAIGHT ACROSS, NEAR THE BOTTOM. AND IN
TOE CIRCLE. NEAR THE TOP OF EVERY PACKAGE, OF THE SK
GENUINE. REGULAR PRICE (Ot PER BOTTLE- - ONE SIZE
MINIATURE PICTURE
vf FACKAGE.
ONLY, FOR SALE BY ALL LEADING DRUGGISTS.

first

Inch-wid-

of tfio Gompan

NotetfeFulfNamo

HAWUItteWISTimTK,
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SELECTIVE TRANSMISSION

Flanders "20"
FORK-DOO-

R

MODEL

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY. Agents, Las Vegas, N. M.
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Lawn Mowers

$andu)ici)Regalia
Is a

Aromatized

Fish-Sandwi-

Get your, lawn mower in shape. Now we are pre
s pared Jjjharpen them better than when new

and Spiced

i

Spirit
Snap

'

TV

Spread on Toast, Bread or Biscuit,
With or Without Butter It makes
a Delicious Relish

Wfl. ILFELD
LUDW1Q PHONE.

per Cin, Cbirtp Cents
AX

1

I

TIE

STOBE

ALWAYS BUSY

Old Crow sold over

n

the bar at Long's

Euflec
Always get the best at Nolette's
barber shop.
Lunch every morning at
at Long's Buffet.

CALL ON US
FOR YOU SEE WE HAVE-

-

10

o'clock

Wanted at the White Kitchen, a
first class baker.
Big chicken dinner White Kitchen
tomorrow. Service begins 11:30. 25
cents.

Confioence, Poise and Grace in a
vounirman are first inspired bv dis- tinctive, individual dress. This indi- viduality is obtained best through wear. ing Hart, Shaffner & Marx and Eder- ;'

For the information of the apprehensive member of the E. Romero
Hose company, Superintendent Rufus
Mead of the city schools states that
Are drills are held in the city school
buildings frequently. Prof. Mead eays
that at the Douglas avenue school,
where the pupils are small, that as
many as six fire drills a month are
held, the building being emptied in
2
1 and
minutes. At the Castle
school two drills a month are had,
it being possible to empty this building in 45 seconds. The superintendent invites any fireman or parent to
visit the schools at any time and witness a fire drill, the alarm for which
will be sounded without previous
warning to the pupils.

LOCAL NEWS

TIT'S

In Clothes for Young fieri

MAIN 379

3

I
' !.'

(rr vnnntr
Obtainable only at Greenberger's.
S" This department is now full to overflowing' with new, snappy
Viojmor Qfoin 8,

P-v'- c

men.

te

patterns.

nil "

M

i!?H

Get Busy Easter is Only
One Week Away

Greenberger

"

Choice Colorado
Choice Durham
Choice Ghurson

Spring Wheat
Seed Wheat

White Oats
Choice Millet Seed

FREE!

FREE!:
give absolutely free one
NEW STYLE ASBESTOS
BREAD TOASTER with each
sack of our PRIDE FLOUR
We

Las Vegas Roller Mills!
Phone Main

131

ESTABLISHED 187

Sheriff Secundino Romero this
Mrs. Davis, ladies' tailored and
morning removed his office from the
gowns. 1017 Tllden- - Telephone room occupied for several months by
Main 357.
him and Cler of the Court Joerns to
the room adjoining the office of the
Be sure and visit our new haber probate clerk, across the hall. As
dasher store, 610 Douglas avenue. clerk of the court .Mr. Romero occu
Taicherts.
pied the room vacated by him today
for over thirteen years. When he re
George Griego has applied at the signed to accept the position of
court house for 8 as bounty on two sheriff he retained office room with
coyotes and two wild cats killed by Mr. Joerns. Mr. Romero
will
be
him at Buxton a short time ago.
pleased to meet all his friends in his
new quarters, where he will conduct
Rev. O. P. Miles, who has accepted the duties of his office when not aca call to the pastorate of the Baptist tively engaged in tracking down
church iu this city, will arrive here
this evening from St. Charles, Mo.,
and will occupy the pulpit at this
Las Vegas Dam No. 81 of the Inde
church tomorrow.
pendent Order of Beavers held a rous
ing meeting last night in the FraterMr. and Mrs. Chester Hiinker are nal Brotherhood
hall. John Rudulph
today removing from the rooms they and W. S. Dougherty were Initiated
have occupied on Bridge street since into
B. R. Russell pretheir marriage several months ago, sentedmembership.
dam with a box of cigars,
the
to the Bernard house on New Mexwhich were much appreciated. At the
ico avenue, where they will be at
next meeting, which, will be held Frihome to their friends.
day evening, the plans for the new
e
will be ready. Action on
Big chicken dinner White Kitchen the home committee's
import will be
tomorrow. Service begins 11:30. 25 taken at that
time, it is quite likely,
'
.
cents.
after which it will not be long until
Beavers are housed in handsome
the
Sulphurous and unmentionable was
of their own.
quarters
the language used by Vivian Chavez
acPadllla
last
and Santiago
night,
Winter, after hiking into his moun
cording to Onofre Romero, who caused
the arraignment of the two men in tain retreat for several weeks, re
the court of Justice D. R. Murray this turned last night and brought with
morning. Romero claims the men him a big pocketful of snow which he
were drunk and were using vile and deposited liberally over San Miguel
awful words and his sense of modes- county. The temperature dropped
ty was sadly shocked. The men were considerably but did not go far enough
released on bond and were ordered for discomfort. According to the rain
guage at the Normal University the
to appear for trial this afternoon.
precipitation measured v .05 inches.
Snow began falling at 11 o'clock last
night and continued throughout the
day. It melted nearly as rapidly as
A
WHOLE
BUY
it fell. Wanner temperature is predicted for tomorrow.
club-hous-

The

First National Bank
of

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.

A

Requires a skillful process To take a garment
and clean it without shrinking or spoiling the shape
requires experience. We have been in the business
for a number of years and have the experience.

The Kareful Klothing Kleaning Ko.
Phone Vegas 450

Last evening the Greater Las Ve
gas band gave a short concert on the
street after it regular rehearsal in
the city hall. The concert was much
demonstrated Las
appreciated. ItVegas has a magnificent band, the or- ganlztion having Improved greatly
during the past few months.1

GROCERIES,

It's the Sanitary Way
It's the Logical Way
fresh

A

consignment

just received direct from
Swift and Company.
,

614 Lincoln Avenue

Order One Now

If You Want

the Best

BAKERY GOODS, MEATS, POULTRY

IJ .STEAMS
PURE THINGS TO EAT.

At a short session of the probate
court held this morning by Judge
Manuel Martinez, Fred O. Blood was
appointed administrator of the es'
tate of the late Mrs. Elizabeth E,
LaMaster, who died recently in San
Marclal. Mrs. LaMaster's estate In
clude property In San Miguel and
Socorro counties.
Mrs. John Bluett, of Maxwell, and
Mrs. Roff of Optimo are at Miss
Becker's sanitarium on the West side,

where both have undergone opera
tions. They are patients of Dr. E. F.
Frisbie of Wagon Mound, who reports
she has no patients at the Las Vegas
hospital.

FISH, ETC., BUY THEM OF THE

Graaf

NOTHING

I

'

&

Hay ward Co. Store
BETTER TO BE

HAD---

WE

ALWAYS

'

HAVE THE BEST OF (EVERYTHING EATABLE

They Taste Good
They Look Good
They are Good

NOTICE

Hunting or fishing is prohibited af
ter this date on the property of this
company which Includes the Kroenig
lakes, Lake Isabel and Lake Montoya,
formerly owned by the Placlta Ranch
company.
TEN LAKES LAND CO.

Sat

Exceedingly Good Values
in Small Size Rugs

You Have a Place for Several in Your Home
hy
by
by
by

27-in18-in27-inc-

J.

h

36-inc-

h

34-inc-

li

Brussels Rugs at
Axminster Rugs at

Fine Axminster Rugs at
Fine Axminster Rugs at
Look1 in Our Windows

54-inc- h
et

Onava, N. M.

We'll ; Wash
Your Clotlies
Much Cleaner

fTX grrstrn Wholesale
LLpQJJJU
and Retail

SCREENED
Anthracite Coal, all sizes.

The principal reason why you
should send your washing to
us, instead of to a washerwoman or doing it yourself at
home, is that we'll wash your
clothes much cleaner.
We wash your clothes in eight
complete changes of water.
These waters range in temperature from cold to boiling hot
We use plenty of good, pure
soap, and we get the clothes
white, sweet and clean.
Our service Includes Rouga
Dry Wash and Washing and
Prices on
Ironing complete.
each service are reasonable.

Store Phone Main

462,

Ranch Phone 276.

LUMF

Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

Foot of Main St.
--

Phono Main 21

Retail Prices:- -

2,000 lbs., or more, each delivery, 20c
1,000 lbs., Jo 2,000 lbs., each delivery,
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs., each delivery,
5b lbs., to 200 lbs, each delivery

Leu than

per

100

lb.

25c per 1(0 lbs.
30o per 100 lbs.
40c per 100 lbs.

50 lbs., each delivery, 60c per 100 lbs.

AGUA PURA COMPANY

u

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the purity
lasting qualities of which have made Las Vegas famous. Office 701
Douglas Avenue.

Las Vegas Steam Laundry
Phone Main 81.

DDK T .WORRY

C7

Ftnnm

ABOUT

BAKING

Don't beat your carpets and start the
germs to flying, use
the Vacuum Cleaner,
Picks up dirt and
germs. We rent the
cleaner for 01 a day.

When you can buy Fresh,
Clean and Wholesome

ROLLS
FRESH

EVERY

DAY

CONOVFRS COLOSSAL

$1.50 Per 100
Onion & Son
Perry
J

.... RATON ....
CEKRILLOS

D. W. CONDON

Baked in a Sanitary Oven
and in a sanitary way

2 YEAR OLD ASPARAGUS ROOTS

75c
75c
$1.75
$4. 00

JO HNS EN & SON

C.

.

It's the Economical" Way

DRY CLEANING

If the weather is good there will be
a baseball game tomorrow afternoon
at Amusement park. The Maroons
will contest with a team from the
Santa Fe yards and shops. Last Sunday the Maroons defeated the railroaders but the latter assert they will
take down the long end of the score
tomorrow. A spirited contest is expected to result when the two tieams
get together. In order to defray expenses an admission fee of ten cents
will be charged.

In time for dinner at

BOUCHER'S
1

(The Coffee Man.)

Lbs Vegao Ug,
&

Power Co.

Phono Hlain20G.

'

i

